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Softwarelocalizationis the processof translatingsoftwareproductsinto
local languages.WithinHewlett-Packard,
the responsibility
for software
restspartlywith the HP Divisionsthat producethe software
localization
products,
The
and partlywith HP Application
Centersin variouscountries.
Divisionshaveto designthe productsso thattheycan be localized
easily,
Centersdo the actuallocalization.
On page26, Paul
and the Application
Smitof HP'sDutchApplication
Centerdescribesa hyphenation
algorithm
package
he developed
for the Dutchversionof HPWord,
a wordprocessing
fortheHP3000Computer.
Thealgorithm
hastheproperty
of beinglanguageindependent,
andit willalsobe usedfortheDanishversionof HPWord.
On page31, twosoftware
Divisiongive us the Division's
viewof the localization
designersfrom HP'sOfficeProductivity
problem.Theirtutorialarticledealsprimarilywithofficesoftwareproducts.
interest,
Becausesoftwarelocalization
seemsto us to be important,
timely,andof worldwide
we madeit this month'scoversubject.To illustrateit, we settledon the obviousapproachof
photographing
theflagsof manynations.Coincidentally,
someof thesoccermatchesof the 1984
andart directorArvid
SummerOlympicGameswerebeingplayedat nearbyStanfordUniversity,
Danielson
to photograph
theflagsflyingthere.Thechoiceof
askedfor and receivedpermission
flagswasn'tours,of course,anddoesn'timplythatHPsoftwareis available
in allof thelanguages
on the cover.
of the nationsrepresented
is gettinga lot of attentionin
Sharedresearch,
or moreproperly,sharedsupportof research,
the U.S.A.thesedays,bothfromindustry
andfromthenewsmedia.TheideathatU.S.companies
can join forcesto supportresearchat universitylaboratories
withgovernment
encouragement
is relativelynew in this
and withoutincurringthe wrathof government
antitrustinvestigators
we published
country.LastNovember,
our firstarticleon thissubject.lt describedhowseveral
includingHP,are providing
the fundsto establish
the Centerfor Integrated
Systems
companies,
to cooperaat StanfordUniversity.
Thearticleon page19of thisissuedescribes
anotherapproach
Morethanthirtycompanies,
HP amongthem,arechanneling
research
fundsto a
tive research.
The
numberof universities
throughthe Semiconductor
Research
Corporation
of NorthCarolina.
SRCconceptis alreadybeingemulatedby otherindustries.
Theexploding
needfordatacommunications
hasmadeit difficult
for providers
of datanetworks
to keepup. As a consequence,
we nowfind dataflowingovereverykindof circuit,fromthose
originally
designedto carryvoicecommunications
to specialized
datacircuitsoperating
at many
thousands
thisvarietyof circuitsis the function
of bitsper second.Testingandtroubleshooting
of a new HP transmission
impairment
measuring
set,the HP 4945A,whichis describedby its
neededto testhigh-speed
designers
on pages4 to 18of thisissue.Besideshavingthebandwidth
set of
data circuits,this new TIMS has manyadvancedfeaturesand offersa comprehensive
measurements
meetingthe Bellstandards
usedmainlyin the U.S.A.and Canada.
-R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead
Next month's issue will cover the design and applicationsof a new family of printed circuit
board test systems,the HP 3065. These systems provide high-yieldtesting of large, complex,
digital,hybrid,and VLSI boards,with computer-controlled
safeguardsto preventdevicedamage
(a problemwith some testers).
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TransmissionlmpairmentMeasuringSet
SimplifiesTestingof ComplexVoiceand
DataCircuits
Thisnew TIMS'comprehensive
measurement
capabilities
and powerfulmasterlslavemode offerBell-standard
telephonecompaniesand data communications
users
faster,morereliablefesfrngand troubleshooting.
by David R. Novotny,JeffreyTomberlin,CharlesP. Hill, James P. Quan,GordonA. Jensen,
and Jerry D. Morris
I N THE PAST TEN YEARS, data communications has
I moved from an activity used only by major corporaI tions to a pervasiveelement of our way of life, affecting
such ordinary things as bank deposits,airline reservations,
and checking out a library book. In this sametime period,
the state of the art in data networks has advanced from
dedicatedcircuits operatingat 9600 bits per secondto networks operatingat 16,000bits per secondand even 56,000
bps. The demand for data serviceshas far outstripped the
capacity to build specialized data networks, so existing
circuits, that is, telephone circuits originally installed for
voice communications, are being used with only minor
modifications.
Ln1974.Hewlett-Packardintroducedthe HP 49404 Transmission Impairment Measuring Set to test voiceband circuits for use in high-speeddatatransmission.lThis instrument was successfulin analyzing voice-gradecircuits for
impairments, but now more is being demandedfrom the
circuits and the people responsiblefor testing them.
Fig. 1 shows a typical data network. Before the AT&T
divestiture,a datacommunicationsuserin the U.S.A.could
lease a complete communications system, including the
modems, from the telephone company. Now, a user must
go to separatevendors for modems,the local loop, and the
long-haul facilities. This has createdmany interfacepoints
where testing must be performed and has increased the
potential for one vendor to blame anotherwhen a problem

occurs. The local loop, the wires running from the customer's location to the local telephone company office, is
still the responsibility of the RegionalBell OperatingCompany (RBOC).
With divestiture, the long-haul segmentmay belong to
one of a number of caniers such asAT&T Communications.
GTE Sprint, MCI, and the like. Thesecarriersmust be able
to certify to the customer that their segments meet the
statedrequirements.Data communicationsusersalso need
equipmentto resolvemultivendor finger-pointingepisodes.
With this variety of measurement environments and user
expertise,the test equipment must be easyto use, provide
the measurementsand bandwidth required for testing, be
portable for field use, and be controllable for use in automatic test systems.
A New TIMS
The HP 49454 TransmissionImpairment MeasuringSet
(TIMS), Fig. 2, is designedto meet the changingneeds of
the data communicationstest industry. The key contributions madeby the HP 4945A Errea comprehensivemeasurement set, the bandwidth required to test high-speed circuits, an improved master/slavecapability for efficient use
of skilled technical personnel,various interfacesfor automatic control, and a CRT display for enhanceduser friendliness.
The measurementsand techniques required for testing

Computer

Fig. 1. /n a typical data netvvork,different vendors are responsiblefor different segments,and
there are many interface points where testing must be performed.
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Fig. 2. The HP 49454 Transmission lmpairment Measuring Set
lestsvoiceand dala telephonecir'
cuits according to the Bell standards used in the U.S.A. and
Canada.A choice of three control
interfacesis offered for integrating
the instrument into an automatic
system. One of these, HP-lL,
makes the new TIMS compatible
with battery-powered controllers
and peripherals, such as the
printer shown here.
data circuits are specified by either the Bell System for the
U.S.A. and Canada or by CCITT for the rest of the world.
The HP 4945A adheres to Bell standards for measurement
techniques. Parameters measured by the HP 49454 are:
I Loss
a Amplitude distortion (relative or absolute as a function
of frequency)
3 Gain slope (loss aI 4o4Hz and zB0+ Hz relative to loss
at 1004 Hz)
I Message circuit noise
il Noise with tone
I Signal-to-noise ratio
r Noise to ground
F Impulse noise exceeding three preselected levels
x Gain hits
r Phase hits
r Dropouts
r Envelope delay distortion (change of phase versus
change of frequencyJ
tr Intermodulation distortion (nonlinear distortion)
x Amplitude jitter in three bandwidths
r Phase iitter in three bandwidths
r Peak-to-average ratio (P/AR)
r Return loss (echo, singing low, singing high, and sine
wavet.
This measurement set provides the user with all the
analog measurements needed to install, maintain, or troubleshoot any voice, voice-grade data, program (used by the
broadcast industry), or wideband data circuit.
The frequency range of the transmitter and receiver of
the HP 4945A is 2O Hz to 110 kHz. This allows testing of
both voice and high-speed data circuits up to 72,000 bits
per second. (Test standards say that loss measurements

must be made at 1.5 times the bit rate being used).
In addition to the bandwidth, the HP 4945A provides
noise-weighting filters required for making measurements
over this frequency range, including C-messagenoise, 3kHz flat, program, 15-kHz flat, and s0-kbit. The s0-kbit
filter is used for making noise measurements on high-speed
Digital Dataphone Service (DDS) circuits.
Master/Slave Mode
Data circuits must be measured on an end-to-end basis.
Normally, this requires test equipment and a skilled technician at each end of the circuit. The technicians coordinate
the testing activities on another telephone circuit. One person sends the appropriate test signal and the other receives
the signal and records the result as measured by the test
equipment. If the circuit being tested is local, dispatch and
time coordination problems are usually small, but if a transcontinental circuit is being tested, time zone differences,
work hours, and dispatch problems can cut the usable testing time down to just a few hours a day.
The master/slavetechnique used in the HP 4945A allows
the unit at one end of the circuit to control and retrieve
results from the unit at the other end of the circuit using
only the lines under test for communication.
This
technique greatly increases the technician's productivity
and reduces the chance for measurement error since all
readings are made at one site. Master/slave mode is discussed in detail in the article on page 13.
Further increases in productivity can be obtained by
using a calculator or computer to control an automatic test
system. With the HP 49454 serving many customers with
different needs, a variety of control interfaces are required.
To meet these needs, the HP 4945A is designed to accept
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Fig. 3. Ihe HP 4945A flMS conslsts of a transmitter,a receiver, and a systemprocesso/

three different control interfaces: HP-IB, HP-IL, and RS232-c.
I{P-IB (IEEE 488) is the choice for large test systems in
which the controller is generally located in the same facility. RS-232-C,the interface of the communications industry, is used when the HP 4945A is not located near the
controller and communication is via modems. This interface is also used when the controller does not have HP-IB
capabilities. IIP-IL (Hewlett-PackardInterface Loop) is provided for the field technician who needsto make automated
measurements,but cannot afford the expense or bulk of an
instrument controller using one of the other interfaces.
The HP 4945A uses a CRT display to enhance user
friendliness. Previous HP instruments used segmenteddisplays to present the measurement results to the user. With
segmented displays, only a limited number of results can
be displayed at any one time, forcing the user to select
between various choices. Now, all the information pertaining to a particular measurement can be displayed simultaneously, thus eliminating user frustration and increasing
productivity.
The display also enablesthe use of CRTJabeled softkeys.
With softkeys, only choices appropriate to the measurement being made are presented. This greatly reduces the
time needed for a person to learn the instrument and makes
correct operation easy, even for the casual user.
Structure
Basically, the HP 49454 TIMS consistsof a transmitter,
a receiver,and a systemprocessor(seeblock diagram,Fig.
3.) The transmitter generatesthe appropriate test signal for
the selectedmeasurement.The receiver measuresthe level
and frequency of the test signal according to the selected
test. The system processorkeeps track of the measurement
processesand handles the CRT and keyboard human interfaces.Each of these elementsis discussedin detail in the
following sections.
Transmitter
Like earlier HP TIMS designs, the HP 4945A transmitter

uses a digital synthesizer to generate analog waveforms.
These waveforms range from a simple sine wave to sums
of sine waves or band-limited noise signals. Balancing,
impedance matching, and floating of the signal lines is
accomplished either by transformers or by an active output
stage,depending upon the application.
The digital portion of the transmitter is a variation on
the fractional-N synthesizer (Fig. a). A binary number
called the index, proportional to the output frequency of
the transmitter, is latched and fed into a full adder. There
it is added to an address generated by the previous cycle
of the synthesizer. The sum is a new address, which is
stored in an address accumulator. This accumulator feeds
back into the adder for summing with the index in the next
cycle.
Outputs from the address accumulator also drive the
address lines of the waveform ROMs. These ROMs contain
a scaled and shifted numerical representation of one period
of a waveform. When the ROM outputs are applied to a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC), the analog waveform is
reproduced. Since the index controls the size of stepsbetween points on the waveform, the transmitted frequency
can be controlled by changing the index.
The majority of HP 49454 applications use the transmitter to produce a sine wave at a frequency between 20 Hz
and 110 kHz. Stored in one of the waveform ROMs is a
sine wave quantized to1.O24samplesrepresentedby 10-bit
words. Clocking the fractional-N synthesizer at 524,288Hz
causesthe system to cycle through the ROM addressesat
a rate of 5242ssll(7o24x2w) Hz, where I is the index and
W is the number of bits truncated when addressing the
ROM. For example,if the adder output is a 15-bit number,
then W:5, since only the ten most-significantbits areused
to address the ROM. In the HP 4945A, the adder output is
a 19-bit number and W:9, so the output frequency becomes simply I. Thus we guaranteefrequency programmability with 1-Hz resolution. Furthermore, the sampling frequency of 524.288 kHz is sufficiently high to permit easy
removal of quantizing noise by low-pass filtering.
Envelope delay distortion (EDD)is a measurementmade

Flg. 4. This basic fractiona!-N
synthesizeris modified to generate waveforms transmifted bv the
HP 4945A.
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Fig.5. Modified fractional-Nsynthesizet used in the HP 4945A TIMS.

with an amplitude modulated sinewave.For EDDmeasurements, the transmitter simply generatesthe modulation
with a special oscillator and adds it to the referenceinput
of the DAC.
For other tests,such as peak-to-average
ratio (P/ARI and
return loss,complex pseudonoisesignalsareneeded.These
were implemented by putting the frequency-domainspecifications of the waveformsthrough an inverseFourier transform algorithm and storing the time-domain equivalents
in ROM. Lowering the sampling frequency and adjusting
the index input to the synthesizer makes it possible to
reproduce these waveforms just like the sine wave.
A third variety of applications requires the generation
of signalsthat are the sum of two or four sine waves.These
include four-tone intermodulation distortion (IMD) measurements,two-tone IMD noise correction,two-tone phase
and amplitude jitter calibration,and frequencyshift keying
(FSK) for master/slaveoperation. Rather than take up ROM
space with special waveforms for these cases,the fractional-N system was modified. Instead of a single index
latch and a single addressaccumulator,there are four (see
Fig. 5). On each cycle of the synthesizer,each of four indexes is added to its correspondingaddressaccumulator

in one of four sequentialsubcycles.When the outputs of
all of the accumulatorsare multiplexed into the single sine
ROM, a composite signal of up to four simultaneoussine
waves can be obtained.
Analog Output Section
Once the signal has been produced by the DAC, it goes
through an antialiasing filter to remove quantizing noise
(seeFig. 6). For single sine waves, a third-order 775-WIz
low-passfilter is adequate.Two-tone signalsand the P/AR
waveform tend to be more distorted becauseof their lower
effective sampling rate, so for these, a third-order b-kHz
low-pass filter is used. When return loss noise signalsare
selected,an additional2.s-Wlz second-ordersectionis cascadedwith the 5-kHz filter to meet the tight specifications
imposed by these measurements.Four-tone IMD, having
the least noise tolerance of all, has its own sixth-order
bandpassfilter.
Output level control is accomplishedby meansof a multiplying DAC and a switchable coarseattenuator (Fig. 6).
The filtered output signal connects to the reference input
of a 10-bit multiplying DAC whose digital inputs are driven
by the system processor.The output of the DAC is the

Fig.6. Analog output section of the HP 49454 transmifter
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product of the referenceand the digital inputs, so the processorcan multiply the signal level by M|l'ozL, where M
is an integer.This givesabout 0.1-dBresolution up to about
10 dB of attenuation.
Since the output level adjustmentrangeof the HP 4945A
is over 70 dB, a coarseattenuator is used in coniunction
with the DAC attenuator.Analog multiplexers select one
of eight gain paths differing by 10 dB. Programmingthe
DAC for 0 to 9.9 dB of attenuationand the coarseattenuator
for 0 to 70 dB gives output control with 0.1-dB resolution
over the entire range of the instrument.
Bell specificationsrequire that test instrument transmitters be floating and balancedsourceswith closeimpedance
matching to the line under test over the full frequency
range.In earlier TIMS instrumentsthis is accomplishedby
putting a single-endedsignal through a specially designed
transformerwhose secondarymatchesthe line impedance.
Unfortunately, the HP 4945A's increasedbandwidth (20
Hz to 110 kHz as opposed to 200 Hz to 4000 Hz in older
TIMS) makesthe designof such a transformerimpractical.
Our solution is an active output stage(Fig. 6).
The single-endedoutput of the coarse attenuator goes
through a differential amplifier to produce an isolatedand
balanced signal. This signal drives a power output stage,
which runs on specially derived floating power supplies.
The result is a low-impedance,floating, balanced current
source.Relayschannel this sourcethrough resistorterminations to match the output impedance to the line.
The one exception to this is the two-wire return loss
measurement.For this measurement,a bridge circuit measures power reflected back on the transmission line, and
a transformer is substituted for the active output stage.It
was found that excessiveerrorsoccurredbecausethe bridge
unbalanced the active stage.However, in this case, the
bandwidth required is much less than in other measurements, so a transformercan be used, eliminating the error
problem.
Receiver
The receiver section of the HP 4945A TransmissionImpairment Measuring Set (Fig. 7) encompassesthe major
portion of the analoghardwareof the instrument and occupies all or part of 10 of the 17 plug-in printed circuit boards.
The measurementrepertoire, which includes level, frequency, noise, signal-to-noiseratio, noise to ground, transients, intermodulation distortion, phaseand amplitude jitter, peak-to-average
ratio, envelopedelay, and return loss,
is one of the most comprehensiveavailable today in one
instrument. Despite this array of measurementhardware,
this instrument almost halves the number of adjustments
required in older TIMS receivers.Other features,such as
an expanded frequency range of 2o Hz Io 110 kHz and a
Active

Fig.7. HP 4945A receiver block diagram
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Fig. 8. /nsfead of a transformer,the HP 49454 TIMS has an
active input circuit that provides a wider bandwidth, a wider
rangeof inputimpedances,smaller
size,and lighterweight.
dedicated microprocessor for flexible use of the hardware,
make the HP 4945A a strong contribution to its field.
The design challenge in the HP 4945A receiver was to
meet all of the specifications for all of the measurements
in a single instrument. The combination of wide bandwidth,
high dynamic range, low noise floor, low distortion, high
common-mode voltage range, and high longitudinal balance* made the receiver design an exercise in creative compromise. The approach that was taken was to make the
receiver a highly programmable device. This approach allows the receiver architecture to be configured to optimize
performance for a given measurement. Take, for example,
the tradeoff between noise floor and dynamic range. To
reject interfering out-of-band noise, a selective filter needs
to be placed near the front end of the receiver, but to get
the lowest noise floor, gain needs to be placed near the
front end. This classic receiver design tradeoff was dealt
with in the HP 4945A by having a microprocessor control
the gain and filters, switching them in or out depending
on the measurement conditions.

Active Input
The requiredbalancedinput to a TIMS has classically
been implemented with a transformer, which works well
for the low bandwidths of older instruments (2OOHz Io 4
kHz). In the HP 4945A, an active input circuit (Fig. B)
makes possible a wider range of input impedances, increased bandwidth, smaller size, and lighter weight. With
the input exposed to high common-mode voltages and
Iightning that can be present on many telephone lines, the
durability of the active devices in the input circuit was a
major design challenge. The final design incorporates
plasma discharge devices for lightning protection and a
high-voltage differential input circuit of discrete devices
that uses -|.100V power supply rails. Noise, longitudinal
balance, and other key input features do not suffer because
'A TIMShas high longitudinalbalanceat an input or outputterminalpair if it has a high
common-moderejectaon
ratioand equal impedancesfrom the two terminalsto ground.

of the changefrom a passiveto an activeinput.
BasicLevelMeasuringFunction
The HP 4545Areceiverneedsto performthreekinds of
ac measurements: average, rms, and peak. Fig. 9 shows the
level-measuring circuit. The digital-to-analog converter
(DAC), comparator, control logic, and up/down couirter
form a tracking analog-to-digital converter (ADC). For rms
or average measurements, the input signal is detected by
a square-law detector (rms detector in Fig. 9) or by a linear
detector (absolute value circuit in Fig. 9). Many readings
of the ADC output (counter contents) are taken by the microprocessor and averaged. For peak measurements, the
absolute value circuit is used and the counter is allowed
to count only up. Again, the microprocessor averages many
measurements. The output of the analog-to-digital conversion process has some dither and the quantization error is
averaged out.
A design goal was to minimize the number of manual
adjustments. Accordingly, many of the receiver adjustments are done with software, that is, a known signal is
applied, the result is measured, and the effect is quantified
and stored in nonvolatile memory to be used later to correct
measured values.
The level-measuring circuit is calibrated in this way. A
known signal of great precision is applied to the average
detector and the response is measured. In this case, the
precision calibration signal is a triangle wave derived from
the up/down counter, the digital-to-analog converter, and
a precision voltage reference. The A-to-D measurement accuracy is determined by the accuracy of the voltage reference and the nonlinearity error of the DAC.

IntermodulationDistortion(lMD)
Anotherkey to reducingthe numberof manualadjustments in the HP 4945A receiver is the implementation of
the IMD measurement hardware. This circuitry measures
the power levels of distortion signals in three bands centered at 52O Hz, 1900 Hz. and 2240 Hz. with bandwidths
on the order of 90 Hz. Over each passband, the frequency
response is very flat, yet large attenuation of out-of-band
signals is required. An earlier approach to this problem
uses three sixth-order bandpass filters of very high Q. This

Fig. 9. Ihe level measuring circuit is self-calibrating. lt is
used for rms, average,and peak measurements.

Microprocessor
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Fig.10. Manual adjustments
of theintermodul
ationdistortion
hardwarewere reducedfrom 19 to four bv this filter-mixer
implementation.
involves 19 adjustmentsin production for the alignment
of the various filters.
To reduce the amount of hardware and thus the number
of adjustments,the amount of printed circuit board space,
and the material cost,a new schemewas devised (Fig. 10).
One eighth-orderbandpassfilter centeredat 520 Hz maximizes stability and minimizes the nonideal characteristics
of the higher-frequencyfilters, and is precededby a mixer,
so the two higher-frequencydistortion bands can use the
samefilter. Evenwith the addition of antialiasingfilters,the
numberof componentsis reduced.The realbenefit,however,
is the elimination of 15 of the original 19 adjustments.
P/AR Measurement
Previous instruments that make peak-to-averageratio
(P/AR) measurementsuse an analog circuit for measuring
the peak value of the P/AR signal. However, this signal by
its nature has a very high peak-to-average
ratio, about 6.5:1,
and the measurementis very sensitiveto the accuracyof
both the peak value and the averagevalue measurements.
The HP 4945A has a digital peak detector,which consists
of a DAC, an up counter, and a comparator.The DAC in
the HP 4945A circuit correspondsto the hold capacitorin
conventionalanalogpeak detectors.Peakdetectionis completely programmablein the HP 49454, and its accuracy
is limited mainly by the DAC, which is considerablymore
accuratethan a hold capacitor implementation.
l/O Interfaces
The HP 4945A is designedto accommodatethree kinds
of input/output interfaces:the HP 18162,4,
HP-IB Interface,
the HP 18163A RS-232-CInterface,and the HP 18165A
HP-IL Interface.The HP 4945A has two I/O ports in its rear
panel, either or both of which may housean interfacemodule. In a typical application, the interface module would
be in port 1.,since port 2 may also be used for the demodulated jitter output board.
The HP-IB interface is designed for the lab environment
or a permanent rack-mounted application, in which the
speed and flexibility of the HP-IB outweigh distance and
cost considerations. The higher processing power of a
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TIMS Mechanical Design

talk-only mode, while the RS-232-Cmodule just dumps
the data, provided that the modem handshake and software
handshakes are satisfied. An HP-IB or HP-IL printer must
be in listen-alwaysmode for the output to be accepted.

The mechanical design oJ the HP 4945A involved several
Thesetechnologiesmake
technologiesnew to Hewlett-Packard.
it possibleto meet the weight requirementsof the Bell specifica-,
tion tor portableinstrumentswith rack-mountcapabilities.
Weightreductionis partlyachievedthroughthe useof a welded
steel rod and
wire frame consistingof one-eighth-inch-diameter
0.040-inch{hickC1010 sheet metal. All members are then
strategicallyorientedso that few support bracketsare required,
thus keepingthe weightdown.The mountingof the printedcircuit
boards also contributesto the structuralintegrity,and the two
so-watt power suppliesare mounted on 0.0s0-lnch-thicksheet
metal and formed in such a way that they provide additional
supportfor the frame.
The front and rear framesare designedwith a special plastic
process,co-injectionmolding.Co-injectioninvolvesthe injection
of two differentbut comoatiblematerialsinto the same mold. A
solid materialis injectedfirst, covering the mold surfacewith a
smooth solid skin. This is followed immediatelyby a second
materialcontaininga blowing agent, which forms a foamed interior in the frame. This process not only reduces weight, but
also cuts costs by eliminatingsecondarypaintingoperations.
The front-panelcontrols are operated through a membrane
paneloverlay.The overlayis attachedwitha peel-backadhesive,
thus eliminating the need for any mechanical fasteners or
switches.
Using these technologies,we were able to build a package
thal includes23 printed circuit boards and a seven-inchCRT,
and still maintaina instrumentweight of thirty{hree pounds.

Interface Programming
The operating parameters of the interfaces are programmedfrom the HP 4945A front panel via the VO setup
menu. The various choices are displayed in the softkey
label fields and are scrolled through allowed selections.
The exception is the HP-IB address,which is entered directly from the keyboard. An VO module cannot accessits
own setup menu, but it can accessthe setup menu of the
other I/O port. The two ports may both be in the same
mode, or one may be in normal mode and the other may
be in talk-only mode. Two controllers may take turns controlling the instrument through the different ports, but it
is recommended that they not attempt to execute commands at the sametime, since this may causeone or both
controllers to hang up.
Programming of the instrument is accomplished via
mnemonic commands, all of which are three characters
long and may or may not contain data. Rather than mimic
the front panel in operation, each mnemonic programs the
HP 49454 to a specific state. For example, VL3programs
the speakerto volume level 3, and rnotz3+ programsthe
'1.234Hz. Either a semicolon or a line-feed
transmitter to
character is acceptedas a valid delimiter, and the HP-IL
module acceptsa colon delimiter to accommodatethe HP41C Handheld Computer.All of the modules acceptlowercasecommands.

Ernie Hastings
ProductDesigner
Division
ColoradoTelecommunications

mainframe or desktopHP-IB controller can be used to control a group of instruments and run a variety of tests automatically, storing the results on a disc and flagging out-ofspecificationmeasurements.
The RS-232-Cmodule is designed for use at a remote
site, with accessprovided through a set of modems. The
RS-232-Cmodule supports baud rates from 50 to 9600, a
variety of word lengths and stop-bit configurations, both
full and half duplex operation with and without modem
handshaking,and a choice of Enq/Ack,
DC1/DC3,
or no software handshake. Echo can be programmed on and off by
commandsover the interface. The remote instrument can be
dialed up by a computerfor automatedtesting,or called by
a craftspersonfor interactivemanual testingfrom a terminal.
The HP-IL module is intended for highly portable applications in which a handheld computer like the HP-41Cor
the HP-718 automatically runs a set of tests, prints the
results, and stores them, or simply provides a go/no-go
result.
A feature provided by all of the I/O modules is output
mode. When a module is configured as an output device,
a copy of the screen is output to a printer whenever the
UUTPUTbutton on the front panel is pressed.This is accomplished in the HP-IB and HPJL modules by entering
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liO Operation
A set of data is requestedfrom the HP 4945A with the
command EXC.When the instrument receivesthe execute
command from the module, it causesthe receiverto make
a measurement and return the data to the VO module. The
module appends a five-characterheader to each piece of
data and sendsit out to the controller. For example,receive
frequency data has the header FRQCY.The last piece of
data returned is a dummy, ENDSTo, which indicates that
no more strings are coming. This allows the input routine
to exit gracefully if the end-of-setdata string is received
before the desired string, for whatever reason.Should the
controller attempt to enter data after receiving this string
without sending the executecommand, the bus will hang
up, since no data is sent.When the HP 4945A is being used
at a remote site with a terminal as the controlling device,
the header string provides a quick identification of just
what result each number represents,since most measurements result in more than one piece of data.
The heart of each of the I/O modules is a ROMless ZB
microprocessorand a standardsysteminterface.The modules differ only in interface hardware and firmware. The
modules decodethe mnemonics,presentingthe HP 49454
with a seriesof interrupts and keycodes,which the system
handles in the sameway as input from the front panel. To
keep front-panelinputs from corrupting measurements,all
interfacesincorporate optional lockout of the front panel.
The modules also format the output strings, adding the
header. All of the interface-dependenthandshaking is

taken care of by the I/O module processor,relieving the
system processorof these tasks.
System Firmware
The HP 4945A systemhardware is controlled by a 6800
microprocessor.The system firmware uses approximately
12BKbytes of addressspace.To accessthis 12BK-byteaddressspacewith the 6800,which can directly addressonly
64K bytes, a bank switching schemeis used. A 16K-byte
addressspaceis used for the banks.Bank 0 contains RAM
for the CRT display. Banks 1 through 7 are set up for segments of ROM code. The other 4BK bytes of the 6800's
address space contains 36K bytes of ROM, 1K bytes of
battery-backedRAM, 10K bytes of RAM, and 1K bytes of
addressdecoding for hardware control.
The bank switching is made transparentto most of the
firmware through the use of a segmentmanagementtable
and a segmententry point table for each bank. A special
programwas written for the firmware developmentsystem
to aid in the generationand maintenanceof thesetables.
Each segment managementtable contains dummy entry
points to the proceduresin its code segment.When one of
these dummy entry points is called, it calls the segment
manager,passingthe bank number and index into the segment entry point tablefor the calledprocedure.The segment
managementprocedurethen savesthe currentbank number
and the return addressof the calling procedureon a segment
managementstack.The return addressof the calling procedure is then removed from the system stack, and the real
entry point is calledusing the entry point tableindex passed
by the dummy entry point.
On completion of the procedurecalled through the segment manager,control returns to the segmentmanager.The
segment manager then switches to the bank of the calling
procedure.Control is then given to the return address.
Receiver lnterface
The HP 49454 receiver processoris controlled by the
system processorthrough a section of shared RAM. The
systemand receiverprocessorsalso sharea common clock,
which allows them to addressthe sharedmemory on opposite phasesof the clock. This makesaccesses
to the shared
RAM possiblewithout any arbitration hardware.
The sharedRAM has two logical areas.One areacontains
a table of receivercontrol information and an accesscontrol
variable.When the systemneedsto changethe receiverfunc=
tion, the accesscontrolvariableis setto denyreceiveraccess.
Then the receiver is interrupted to ensure that it will wait
for permissionto reenterthe critical area.
The secondlogical areaof the sharedRAM is usedto pass
data from the receiverto the system.This is done with a
queue data structure. The receiver processorputs data into
the queue and updates the tail pointer. The system takes
data out of the queue and updatesthe head pointer. Each
pointer is one byte long and is updated only after an entire
data element is added or used. This allows the two processors to processthe data totally asynchronously.

Interrupt Service
All setup and control functions of the systemoccur as a
result of interrupts. Both the maskableand the nonmaskable interrupt lines of the 6800 are used.
The nonmaskableinterrupt (NMl)is used exclusively by
a UART (universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter)
which receivesmaster/slavedata. This data must be read
as it is received to prevent data overrun errors. The data
is put into a queue and a processto dequeueand process
the data is scheduledfor execution as soon as the system
has finished executing all higher-priority processes.
The maskableinterrupt can be generatedfrom one of six
sources:the front panel, a timer for scheduling processes,
two I/O ports, the receiver,and the real-time clock. When
an interrupt occurs, the hardware is polled to determine
the source of the interrupt and the appropriate processis
then executedto service the interrupt.
A backgroundidling processlooks for datain the receiver
queue. When data is found it can be displayed in one or
more placeson the CRT and sent to one or both I/O ports.
The destinationfor the datais determinedby a datarouting
table that hasbeensetup by an interrupt serviceprocedure.
After the data has been processed,it is removed from the
receiver queue.
Error Handling Capabilities
Extensive error checking at both a user level and at the
system level is incorporated throughout the system software. User enors are reported to the user with warning
beeps and messageson the CRT. An attempt is made to
make system-levelerror recovery transparent.
Having this extensive error checking in the code also
proved very useful during the firmware development.The
error handler was set up to display diagnosticinformation
on the CRT when a system-level error occuned. This information included the type of error, the program address
being executed,and a portion of the stack contents.After
this, the error handler would wait for a front-panel key to
be pressedto executethe recoveryprocedure.The diagnostic error messagesand associatedpauses are, of course,
disabled in the production version of the firmware.
Self-Test and Calibration
The system software provides a number of service aids
to verify that the system is functioning properly and to
isolate hardware failures.
On power-up, a set of serviceswitches on the processor
board is read.If they arein one of the DSA (digital signature
analysis)positions,a DSA routine is executed.A technician
can then take signaturesto isolate a digital hardware problem in the system.
If the service switches are in their normal positions, the
processorperforms a self-teston its hardware. This is followed by tests on the rest of the instrument including the
receiver,the transmitter,and any I/O module connectedto
the instrument. If any malfunction is detected, an error
code is displayed on the CRT and the power-on sequence
is paused until the operator pressesa front-panel button
to continue.
After the instrument has gone through its power-up sequence, an extensive diagnostic self-test can be run to
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Weight, Size, and Noise Impact Power Supply and Display Design
Restrictionson weight and size and noise coupling to other
circuitshad considerableimpacton many designdecisionsfor
the displaycircuitand powersupplyof the HP 4945ATIMS.
A CRTdisplaywith conventionalmagneticdeflectionwas chosen, and a design used in other HP productswas adopted. An
importantcriterionwas that the display circuit have electronic
positioningthat is adjustablefrom the back side of the printed
circuitboard,the onlysideaccessiblein the HP4945A'sunusual
mechanicalpackage(seepage 10).A certainamountof redesign
was necessaryto eliminateproblems caused by the display's
horizontaland verticalsweeo freouenciesof 20 kHz and 66 Hz
coupling into the HP 4945A'stransmitterand receiver.By using
a six-layerboard with the ground plane being the outermost
layer, redesigninginductorswith RM-Bferritecores, designing
a new flyback transformer,and adding shields to the flyback
iransformerand deflectlonyoke, the coupling into other circuits
was reduced to acceptablelevels.
Two Power Supplies lmprove Noise lmmunity
The weightrestrictionhad greatinfluenceon the powersupply
design. Powerestimateswere updatedoftenthroughoutthe design process so that the power supply would not be any larger
(heavier)than necessary.Wherever possible, lower-powered
componentswere designed in. The use of latchingrelaysalone
saved over five wattsof dc oower.Our initialestimatesindicated
that we needed about 70 watts of dc oower.
Because of weight and size limitations,a switching power
supplywas the only type considered,and becauseof possible
noisecouplingproblems,it was feltthatthe powersupplyswitching frequencyhad to be outsidethe 11O-kHzbandwidthof the
instrument.After some investigation,
we decided to use two 50watt, HP 650004 Series Power Supplies.' In this design, the
switchingfrequencyis variablefrom 150 to 210 kHz. Thanksto
the miniaturemagneticcomponentsused at thesehigh switching
frequencies,there was room in our package for two supplies.

further verify the proper operation of the receiver or to
isolate a hardware problem. A self-calibrationprocedure
may also be run to ensure maximum measurementaccuracy.
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Some customizationwas done on the supplies to provide
additionaloutputvoltagesand integratethe supply modulesinto
the HP49454package.Thepresentmaximumloadon thesupplies
with two l/O modules installedis 75 watts. The total weight of
the assembliesis just over 4.5 lb (2 kg). A conventionallineJrequency,75-wattoutputtransformeralonewouldweighthatmuch.
The two-supply system gave us another advantage:noise
immunity.Sincethe CRTdisplaycircuitpullscurrentat the sweep
frequencies,we could have had 66-Hz and 20-kHz frequency
componentson all outputsgeneratedfrom one supply. Instead,
we dedicatedone supply to providepower to the displaycircuit
and five digital-onlyboards that are immuneto the small sweep
frequency componentson the supply's outputs.These boards
are the receiverprocessor,system processor,systemmemory,
video generator,and keyboard.Any l/O modulesand the dc fan,
which draws current at approximately120 Hz, also get their
powerfrom this supply.
The other supply provides the power to all the other assemblies,some ol which are very sensitiveto the displaysweep
frequencies.Considerabledesign still had to be done on some
of the daughterboardsto reduce power supply noiseto accept
able levels.
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Master/Slave
TIMSOperationlncreases
Productivity
by Teresa L. Reh
TRANSMISSION IMPAIRMENT MEASURING SET
(TIMS) measuresmost analogparametersof a channel in an end-to-end fashion. This means that at
each end of the channel to be testedit is necessaryto have
a TIMS operated by a highly skilled craftsperson.Since
these measurementsneed to be coordinated between the
transmitter at one end and the receiver at the other end.
the two craftspersonsneed to be in contact. This usually
meansthat they need a voice channel for communication,
in addition to the channel being tested.
The new HP 4S45A TIMS has a master/slavemode that
allows a single skilled operator to perform all necessary
measurementsfrom a central location. Two TIMS instruments are still necessary,but the one at the remote site
only needs to be turned on and connectedto the channel
to be tested. An autocapturefeature allows the master to
capture the HP 4545A on the other end of the line without
even putting the remote instrument into slave mode. This
means that the person setting up the remote TIMS doesn't
need to know how to operate the instrument at all. Nor
does that person have to remain at the remote site. The
additional channel previously neededfor communication
is no longer necessary.
Master/slaveoperation is made possible by a combination of hardwareand firmware in the HP 49454. The master
and slave instruments communicate over the four-wire
channel under test using internal modems. The master/
slave firmware controls the level 2 (link layer) protocol
and handlesthe data passed.It also passescontrol to other
firmware modules.This firmware module is one of several
modules that make up the interrupt service routines of the
HP 4945A systemfirmware.
Master/slaveoperationis not a new concept.It is patented
by HP and is available in earlier TIMS models, the HP
4943A and HP 4944A. The master/slavemode in the HP
4945A is an upgradeof the earlier version and is backward
compatible with it.
The key philosophy behind the new master/slavemode
is transparency.This means that from the user's point of
view, performing a measurementin master/slavemode is
essentiallythe sameas performing the samemeasurement
in normal (manual)mode.
The master can program all setup and measurementparametersin the slavethat arenecessaryto perform meaningful measurements.Theseinclude the slave'stransmit level
and frequency settings.This programming is done by the
same key sequencesthat one would follow in manual operation, with one exception.At sometime in the sequence,
the master/slave key must be activated and the direction
of test chosen.
The implementation of master/slave mode in the HP
4945A provides major advantagesover the previous ver-

sion. With the HP 4945A, all necessarymeasurementsand
setups of the slave can be controlled through the master
unit. Previously, the slave's transmit level could not be
controlled, nor could the low impulse threshold settingfor
the impulse noise measurementor the slave's impedance
and receiver bridge/terminatesettings.
The major contribution of master/slavemode in the HP
HP 49454 is flexibility. This flexibility is built into the
communication protocol. When an HP 49454 mastertalks
to a slave,it is given capability information aboutthe slave,
so that it knows what subset of its own capabilities the
slavehas.This enablesthe masterto report error conditions
and warn the operatorof improper configurationsor of the
slave'slack of a given capability.
Master/SlaveCommunication
The communication protocol used in the HP 4945A for
master/slavemode is specialized.It is a character-oriented
protocol which in a way resemblesIBM's bisynchronous
protocol. Communication consists of messageblocks exchangedbetween master and slave in a four-wire half-duplex fashion. There is also a secondarymode of communication that is compatible with the older master/slaveversion. In this mode, single bytes are exchangedbetween
master and slave, again in half-duplex fashion.
The messageblocks consistof four parts.The first character is a header byte that identifies the type of block (i.e.,
which one in a sequence).The second byte is called the
byte count. It is equal to the number of bytes in the block
following the byte count. The third part of the block is the
data. As implied by the presenceof the byte count, the
data length (number of bytes) is variable. The block ends
with a 16-bit (2-byte)block check character(BCC)used for
error checking.The BCCis a cyclic redundancycode (CRC16) which is computed for the entire block, including the
header.This type of BCCprovides detectionof error bursts
up to 16 bits in length and detectsmore than 99% of error
bursts greaterthan L6 bits in length.
The secondarymethod of communication involves exchangingsinglebytes.Eachbyte containsits own byte-level
error checking. The two least-significantbits are used for
this purpose. A given byte in a communication sequence
can be either a command or data. If it is a command, the
two LSBs are 10.If it is data, they are 01. Hence, any byte
containing a combination of LSBsother than the two stated
will be regardedas erroneousand ignored. Likewise, if a
byte with data format is received when a command is expected,or vice versa,it will be ignored.
Not only is the HP 4945A's level 2 communication protocol specialized,but so is its level 1 protocol. The instrument is equippedwith an internal modem,which transmits
and receives FSK signals. The FSK frequencies and the
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How Master/Slave Mode Works
Ooerationof an HP 49454 TIMSin master/slavemodeconsists
of two phases-the linkup phase (Fig. 1) and the measurement
phase (Fig.2). Followingpropersetupof the two TIMS,the linkup
beginswhen the master/slavesoftkeyis activated.Whenthe link
betweenthe masterand the slavehas been properlyestablished,
the measurementphasebegins.lt continuesuntila newmeasurement is begun or the link is terminated.
When two HP 4945Aslink up in master/slavemode they send
message blocks alternately.The master begins by transmitting
an inquiry/hellomessage,which tells the slave that it wants to
begin a linkup process.This block also tells the slave that the
masteris an HP 49454. The slaveshouldthen respondby sending to the mastera blockthattellswhat its capabilitiesand current
setups are. The masterwill then know,for example,what noise
filters the slave has, what its transmit level range is, etc. The
tellsthe masterwhatthe slave'stransmit
currentsetuoinformation
level is and what its impedancesare. The master respondsby
sending the slave a block that tells the slavewhat measurement
to do and what its setups should be. For example,the setup
informationfor a transientsmeasurementincludesthresholdsettings for impulsenoise low, gain hits and phase hits thresholds,
step size,and countrate.The lastmessageblock in the sequence
is sent from slave to master. Here the slave tells the master
whetheror not it can performthe requestedmeasurement;if it
cannot, it tells whether or not it will loopback. (Loopback is a
mode that a slave HP 49454 will go into if it cannot performa
reouestedmeasurement.The slave'stransmitterrepeatsits incoming signal at the level at which its transmitteris set.) In this
final block, the slave also includes ranges for its transmitlevel
and frequency.
During linkupthere is a mechanismfor requestingretransmission of a message block. When the master sends the HELLo
block (i.e.,the first block),the slave will not respond until it has
received a good HELLoblock. After a given time, if the master
has not heard from the slave,it will repeatthe HELLoblock. For
the other blocks, any time an erroneousblock is received,the
Master

Slave

instrument(masteror slave)sends back a negativeacknowledgment (NAK)byte, which tells the sender to retransmitthe last
block. lf six NAKsoccur in succession,the masterwill restartthe
entirelinkingprocess from the beginning.
The measurementphase doesn'tinvolvehandshakinglike the
linkupphasedoes.Once linked,the measurementbegins.There
are two differentmeasurementdirections,master-to-slaveand
meansthat the twoslave{o-master.Measuringmaster-to-slave
wire circuitconnectedbetweenthe master'stransmitterand the
slave'sreceiveris the one beingtested.Hence,the mastertransmits the propertest signaland the slave performsthe measurement.The other channel is used to send the data to the master
for display.The data is sent in messageblocks like those used
for the linking process messages. Measuringslave-to-master
means that the circuit between the slave's transmitterand the
master's receiveris the one being tested. The slave transmits
the test signal while the masterperformsthe measurementand
displaysthe results.In this case, the other channel is used by
the masterto send programminginformationto the slave.This
informationtells the slave what level and frequency it should
transmit.These message blocks are periodicallyrepeated by
the mastersince there cannot be a handshakingmechanismin
the measurementphaseto ensurethatthe messagewas properly
received.Of course, the slave does not respondto the data if
an error is detected in the block.
Now supposea new measurementneeds to be performed.To
informthe slaveof this event,a relinkis done.A relinkprocedure
is a subset of a full linkup.The master begins by sending the
MEASUREMENT
block (the third block of the previouslinkup sequence).The slavereplieswiththe RESPoNSE
block.In this case,
it is not necessaryto send the first and second blocks because
the link has not been broken.The slave knowswho its masteris
and the master knows what the slave's capabilitiesare. This
abbreviatedprotocolspeeds up the relinkprocess.
Master/slavemode is terminated by unlinking.This is accomolishedwhenthe mastersendsfive consecutiveABoRTcommands to the slave.Upon receivingtwo of these in succession,
the slave stops what it was doing and returnsto normalmanual
mode again.

Masterto Slave

n
V

Slave to Master

Linked!

F1g.1. Masterlslaveexchanges in the linkup phase.
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Fig. 2. Masterlslave communication in the measurement
phase.

data rate are what makes it different. The mark (1200 Hz)
and space (800 Hz) tones are modulated onto a fixed data
canier, 1990 Hz. The data rate was chosen to be 361 bits/second. These frequency choices were made to ensure compatibility with the previous master/slave modems in the
HP 4S43A and HP 4944A TIMS. The seemingly odd frequencies avoid harmonic interference problems in the envelope delay distortion measurement, which in the earlier
TIMS is performed in the presence of FSK communication
on the line under test.
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Testingthe TIMS
by Allan W. Dodge,Scott S. Neal,and Kurt R. Goldsmith
HE KEY OBJECTIVESin testingthe HP 4945A TIMS
were to measureits benchtop performance,to test
its software, and to ensure high reliability to our
customers.To measurethe performanceof the HP 4945A
requiresa very thorough HP-IB (IEEE4BB)test system.This
system completely tests the hardware and much of the
softwareof the HP 4945,4'.Other stand-aloneprogramswere
written to test the softwarefully. In parallel with this effort
was the development of a comprehensiveenvironmental
and reliability test plan for the HP 4945A.
Measuring Benchtop Perlormance
Before we explain how the performanceis measured,it
is necessaryto discussthe sourcesof the specificationsfor
the HP 49454, becausesome are specific to this type of
product.
The first sourceis the Bell System'sTechnical Reference
PUB 41009,TronsmissionParametersAffectingVoicebond
Doto Tronsmission-Meosuring Techniques, May 1975.
This documentwill be supersededby IEEEStandardP243,
Methods ond Equipment for Meosuring the Tronsmission
Chorocteristicso/ Ano.logVoice FrequencyCircuits. These
documentsspecifythe desiredperformancefor all the measurementsmade by the HP 49454. The accuracy,range,
responsetime, modulation, and other parametersarespecified for each measurement.Other sections cover general
types of performance,such as longitudinal balance and
return loss of the transmitter and receiver.
The other major sourcesof the HP 4945A specifications
are customers'inputs and the HP class B environmental
and safetytests.

Test System
For single-frequency, sine wave transmitting and receiving, the frequency range of the HP 49454 is 2OHz to 110
kHz at power Ievels of + 13 to - 60 dBm and impedances
of t3S, 600, S00, or L200 ohms. The test system needs to
be accurate to at least 0.1 dB over this range, but to 0.01
dB at l kHz and 0 to -20 dBm. To test the transmitter,
the HP 3455A Voltmeter is used for the larger signal levels.
For the smaller signals a special amplifier was designed to
boost all the signals to greater than 100 millivolts.

HP4945A
Q!+100v

Fig. 1. Longitudinalbalance measurementwith the transmitter off. Any difference in common-mode rejection or impedance to ground of the two sides will show up as a voltage at
the transformer.
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To test the receiver, two frequency synthesizers are required. The HP 3325A generates signals down to 2O Hz,
while the HP 33368, with its precision attenuator, generates
signals as low as - 60 dBm. These sources are also switched
by a VHF switch to the HP 4945A under test and to the
HP 3455A Voltmeter. The synthesizers are switched to the
HP 34554 to calibrate them and to correct for any wiring
losses, especially at 110 kHz.
The longitudinal balance of the transmitter and receiver
needs to be greater than 90 dB at 50 Hz. This is not difficult
to meet if transformers are used for signal coupling, but
the HP 49454 is designed with active inputs and active
outputs connected to a fixed +100V supply. Thus the balance measurement is extremely important, since many
components can cause the balance to become impaired.
Fig. 1 shows the setup for measuring the balance of the
transmitter when its output is off. To measure the balance,
the source is set to 30 Vac at 50 Hz and is divided by the
resistor network. Any difference in the impedance to
ground or in the common-mode reiection of the two sides
will show up as a voltage at the transformer. The resistor
network is accurate to 0.001% and the 1:L transformer has
a balance greater than 120 dB. This setup works very well
and is used to test each production unit.
Many other measurements in the receiver are tested by
connecting the transmitter directly to the receiver and adding another tone that represents the noise or distortion for
the measurement. Noise with tone, signal-to-noise ratio,
and intermodulation distortion are measured in this manner with the HP 33368 Synthesizer supplying the noise
tone. Amplitude jitter, phase jitter, and the transients measurements, however, require precise levels of amplitude or
phase modulation. We are able to do this by using the HP
8116A Pulse Generator to modulate the HP 33254 Signal
Generator. Some of the modulation frequencies are as low
as B Hz while other modulation signals are 4-ms pulses.
Setting of precise modulation levels is done by measuring
the modulation sidebands with the HP 35854 Spectrum
Analyzer.

Two Systems
testsystems,
oneto test
Thereareactuallytwo separate
the transmitter and to run all the general tests, and another
system to run the receiver tests (see photo, Fig. 2). This
doubles the final test throughput. Each set of tests has about
500 data points and takes about two hours to run. An HP
9000 Model 226 Desktop Computer is used to run the tests.
An internal HP software package called Standardized Overhead Test Software manages the test programs. This package handles all the selecting of data points, printing of
results, and storing of the data on flexible discs. Over 1800
data points are programmed into both systems, with 1000
of these included in the final tests.
Software Testing
To ensure quality in the HP 4945A software before it
was committed to firmware, many separate efforts were
initiated. An automated program was written to do an initial check after each version of the software was released
from the lab. This testing was designed to catch major
problems such as a missing feature or test function. The
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Fig. 2. Systems for transmitter and general tests (left) and
for receiver tests (right).
automated measurement test setup designed to test the
hardware was also successful in finding the subtle software
bugs. Many hours of actual use showed that changes in the
human interface had to be made.

AutomatedProgram
of the manyfunctionsand featuresincludedin
Because
the HP 49454, an automated software verification program
was needed to reduce the time to verify any software
changes. The HP 4545A has over 200 different functions'
These functions have five different modes including master/slave and compatibility with the earlier HP 49434 and
HP 4944A TIMS. To be able to test all the different functions
in all the modes, the verification program was designed to
use arrays containing proper responses for each of the different modes of operation. When a mode was selected, the
program would fetch from disc memory the array containing the proper responses for all zo0 functions in that mode.
This method decreased memory requirements and the
structured format was easy to modify and maintain.
The 200 functions are divided into two types. The proper
operation of the first type can be verified by their I/O responses. The level frequency function is of this type and
responds with a set of measurement values over the I/O
channel. The second type of function cannot be verified
over the I/O channel because a response is not part of the
function. The action of selecting a filter for the noise measurement can only be verified by watching the selection
process on the screen. The first type is easily verified by

checking the value and syntax of each response.The array
structure was used for this. The secondtype was verified
with a program that would prompt the test engineerwith
the function that should have been executed and it was
left to the engineer to verify that the proper function was
carried out.
A specialsubprogramtestedto seeif random keypressing
would be able to direct the processorto nonexecutable
code (send the system"into the weeds"). This "monkey at
the keyboard" programwould sendrandom keystrokesand
check to seeif the HP 49454 was still responding.The last
1000 keystrokeswere always saved so that the offending
sequencecould be analyzed.
The specialprinter output featurewas testedby programming the HP-IB interfaceof the computer running the tests
(an HP 9000 Model 216) to be a listen-only device. The

lmprove:
Parts
Process
Design
Tests
60 Units
40 Units

Tests Completed

Fig.3. Producllon tests for 1983 shipmentsof the Hp 4945A
TIMS were designed to ensure reliability. Twenty of the first
production instrumentswere put through additional reliability
assessmenl tests fsee Fig. 4). Failure data was analyzed to
improve the design, the parts, the production process, and
the production tests. Failure analysis continues for current
ptoduction instruments,using warranty repair and fietd service data as wel/ as prcduction tests.

computer, with the help of a custom softvvaredriver, then
looked like a printer to the HP 4945A.
The automated test program saved many hours of verification time by testing all of the HP 4945A functions and
featuresin under four hours of test time. As software enhancementsare released,this sametest program will continue to savetime.
Environmental and Reliability Test Program '
In addition to the normal HP classB environmentaltesting, which is in no way trivial, early production HP 4945As
went through an extensive reliability test program, acronymed RACE (Reliability Assessment,Control, and Ensurance).This RACE strategyhad four key elements.First,
every instrument produced went through a series of tests,
accumulating at least 240 hours of test time before being
shipped. Second,the first production run of twenty instruments was held from finished goodsinventory and placed
in a reliability assessmenttest program until 5000 instrument hours had beenlogged.Third, every failure observed,
not only in the testsbut throughoutthe production process,
was recorded and examined for significance.Finally, the
design and production teams responded to the results of
the tests and corrected any weaknessesbefore any instruments were shipped to customers.Exceptfor the reliability
assessmenttests,this programhas been continued for current production instruments, using warranty repair and
field service data as well as production test data.
Production Tests
Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the production tests.The instrument assemblyand pretestblock includes not only boardlevel tests, but also a burn-in of the power supplies and
display assemblies.These are run at at 55'C for 48 hours
to pack the CRT phosphor and catch any early failures. All
of the daughterboards are then loaded into the cabinet assembly and calibrated,and then the instrument must pass
its diagnostic self-check(DSC)on the technician's bench.
A benchtop vibration and shock test is then performed
to catch any loose hardware or components.The 19-hour
burn-in consists of ten cycles from 0 to 65oCwith power
being cycled as well. Researchindicated that rapid temperature excursions of ten cycles or more would cause the
majority of infant mortality failures to occur in electronic
assemblies.l
After burn-in, the automated final test (performanceverification) is run. The first production run of twenty units
was then slated for further testing, while all other instruments run DSC until a total of 240 hours are accumulated
on each instrument. There are two reasons for this. First.
we feel that 240 hours is.a minimum amount of on-time
to provide a high degreeof confidencein the reliability of
an instrument of this complexity. Second, early in the HP
4945A's life, we wanted to make sure that the DSC had no
hardware or software bugs in it that would result in additional "failures" and warranty costs.It was necessaryto
have as large a sample as possible to catch any possible
bugs within the self-check.
Reliability Assessment Tests
Fig. 4 is a flow chart of the reliability assessmenttests
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to which the first twenty instruments were subjected' In
addition to the 240-hour minimum on each instrument,
this program was required to accrue at least 5000 instrument-hours of test time. Thesetests were not designedto
predict or measurethe failure rate, but rather to stressthe
instrument to find weaknessesin our designs,components,
and processes before any instruments were shipped to

lmprove:
Parts
Process
Design
Tests

Tests Completed

*PV=Performance Verification Tests
DSC=Diagnostic Self-Check
PP=Pulsed Power

assessrnenl
testswereintendedto stress
Fig. 4, Reliabiliry
rn the design,compothe instruments
to find weaknesses
nents,andprocesses.
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customers.
This program had two types of tests. Five of the first
twenty units went through a traditional HP classB environmental test. However, the full final performance test was
run at the temperature extremes of 0 and 55oC,as well as
at 40" and 90% relative humidity. The diagnosticself-check
was used as the performance criterion for all of the other
classB testing. Final safety certification was also performed
on a few of these production units.
The remaining 15 units took a different path in the test
program.Theseunits went through a seriesof temperature
and power cycles just as in the production burn-in test,
followed by the benchtop vibration and shock test to confirm mechanical integrity. After that, four hours of 40'C at
B7%relative humidity was called for. The relative humidity
oI 87ohwas selectedbecauseit provides enoughhumidity
to test the moisture resistanceof the componentsand highimpedancenodes,but not so much moisture that condensation forms on the instruments during the test.
This high-humidity test was followed by a drying-out
period of 24 hours at 50"C,with power occasionallybeing
pulsed on and off to stressthe semiconductorcomponents.2
The full performance verification tests at the environmental extremeswere so useful in finding weaknessesthat
all twenty units went through that series of tests, many
units more than once.As a result, we loggednearly 13,000
hours of instrument test time.
The key to this reliability assessmentprogram was not
in performing the tests, but in doing something with the
data taken during the tests, and reacting to the results of
that data. All of the relevant data-which measurement
failed, which component causedthe failure, and the exact
failure mechanism of the component-was logged and
for tracking and correlation analysis.
cross-referenced
All discrepancieswere summarized and examined for
correlation with measurement, environmental conditions,
particular assembly,and componentpart number.This was
done by engineers who were intimately familiar with the
design, manufacture, and testing of the instrument. It was
suprisinghow easilynonrandomfailureswere identified.
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ResearchCorporation:A
Semiconductor
Perspectiveon GooperativeResearch
Hewlett-Packard
and otherU.S.makersand userso/
semiconductor
devicesjoin forcesto supportuniversities
in an innovativemicroelectronics
researchprogram.
by Richard A. Lucic

UCH HAS BEENPUBLISHEDrecently about industrial cooperative researchprograms. Hewlett-Packard is currently participating in several of these
cooperative arrangements, including the Semiconductor
ResearchCorporation.
The SRC'sobjectiveis to plan and implement an innovative university research program designed to help retain
the vitality of U.S. semiconductor producers. This SRC
cooperativeresearchconceptis alreadybeing emulatedby
other industries that recognize the need for cooperative
research.
Why has there been a recent increase in the popularity
of cooperative research?What is the impetus for these arrangements? The answer is threefold. First, there is the
leverage obtained by combining scarce research funds to
accomplish more in concert than any one company could
achieve on its own. This is particularly true in the capitalintensive integrated circuit environment. A second factor
is the elimination of unproductive duplication of effort.
There exists a tremendous potential for increasedefficiency
if generictechnologydevelopmentcan be focusedin a few
locations and the results shared with all participants. Finally, the Tax PowersAct of tg8t made it financially attractive for U.S. industry to participate in cooperative R&D
efforts. In other countries, the integrated circuit industry
has experienced a favorable cooperative climate for many
years, but this favorable climate has only recently been
developed in the United States. This accounts in part for
the disadvantage perceived in this fiercely competitive
market by U.S. semiconductormakers.

The SRCwas conceived in this environment of concern
for the long-termviability of the U.S.semiconductorindustry. It was recognized by some key industry leaders that
the sameold way of doing businesswas a prescription for
failure. Their concept was that many of the current
semiconductor researchneedswere of a generic nature and
could be dealt with in a cooperative fashion, without compromising the proprietary contributions needed to keep
the industry competitive. This concept evolved into the
Semiconductor ResearchCorporation.
Funding Generic Research
There are two approachesto cooperative funding of the
generic researchneeds of the industry. The first was articuIated by Robert Noyce, Vice Chairman of Intel Corporation,
in an addressto the Industrial ResearchInstitute in October
1981. He considered the basic scientific knowledge and
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. Wide variety o{ manufacturingprocesses
. Needfor microscopiccontrolol cleannessas well as physicaldimensions
. Computer-basedcontrol and inlormationsystems
. Sophisticatedcontroland testingtechniquesto ensurequalitymaterials
for the manutactureof quality products
r Rapid advances in product design and manu{acturingprocesses
. Trends toward automationin manufacturing
. Large capilal investments
. Requirementslor diversematerialsincludingmanythat are hazardous
. Increasingpublic concern about environmentalhealth and safety
. Vigorous internationalcompetition
itemories
Fig. 1. VLSI manutacturing challenges
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Fig. 2. U.S. semiconductormanufacturers'market share has
been slipping recently.
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trained manpower of the semiconductorindustry as common resourcesthat are being depletedin the United States
through exploitation by many usersoperatingaccordingto
individual self-interest.The replenishment of these common resourceswas seenby Dr. Noyceasa collectiveresponsibility of the industry, and although there is no way to
assurethat nonpayerswould be nonbeneficiaries,the overall result is a positive-sum game,that is, the differential
advantageto participants will be positive.
The second approach is voiced in a description of the
SRC by Erich Bloch, the Chairman of the SRC's Board of
Directors.He notesthat U.S.universitieshave dual responsibilities for sustaining or increasing the technological
momentum of industry: education and research. As the
semiconductorindustry and closelyrelatedindustriessuch
as computers and telecommunications have experienced a
dramatic surge of technological progress, costs have increasedrapidly for the universities that are educating future
scientists and technologists and performing the relevant
research on which the intermediate and long-term future
depends.Many universities have found it difficult to keep
pace with costs even with increasedsupport by the government. The SRC is an initiative on the part of industry to
increase support of the universities in their efforts to respond to thesecrucial industry needs.The principal theme
of this initiative is cooperation by industry in the definition, guidance,and support of university-conductedrelevant generic research.Benefits of the cooperative approach
beyond those of individual company-universityrelationships include the following:
r Cooperation of semiconductor producers, users, and
suppliers will provide a clearer pattern of technology
direction and opportunities and will increase both the
relevanceand the exploitable yield ofuniversity efforts.
r Combined resources will enable the establishment of
significant programs that are beyond the means of individual companies.
I The cooperative effort will spotlight the technology area
and attract additional talent to the effort.
r Cooperation will promote efficiency by decreasingaccidental redundancy in research efforts.
Both the industry and the universities ale sure to benefit
from the expanded scale of interactions and of research
activities.
History and Status of the U.S. Semiconductor Industry
The SRC is a natural derivative of the development of
semiconductor technology in the United States. The
generic technology on which this industry is based was
spawned by Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 15 years
following the invention of the transistor, and was stimulated by a major infusion of funding from the U.S. defense
establishmentfor researchin both industrial and university
laboratories. The growth of the semiconductor device industry was so rapid that by the mid-1960s,developments
within the industry were outpacing the ancillary research
community. Both Bell Laboratoriesand the U.S. Department of Defenserefocused their efforts on the application
of the fruits of their earlier research rather than the continued advancement of the generic technology. Support of
academic research shifted in emphasis to longer-range,
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more speculative areas such as compound semiconductors.* Researchdirected to both the near-term and longrangeneedsof the mainstreamsemiconductorindustry was
largely confined to the laboratories of the companies producing the devices.Both merchantproducersand the growing number of captive semiconductorproducers were involved. The circumstanceshad negativeimpacts.First, the
competitive companies were reluctant to share research
results that might provide a competitive advantage.This
slowed but did not stop the diffusion of new results. Second, the researchefforts becamehighly redundant. Each
company found it necessaryto apply its efforts to very
similar topics to avoid being left behind in a critical, rapidly
developing technology. Gradually, research became focused on the solution of near-term problems, and the
generic technology for the longer-range future was neglected, Third and most important, the structure of the industry and the economy resulted in an erosion of the resources available for research,and it was necessaryfor
each company to apply theseresourcesto current product
developmentto remain competitive.
In recentyears,the U'S. semiconductorindustryhas been
faced with numerous challenges.Rapid technological advanceshave necessitatedrapid turnover of capital investmentswhosereplacementcostsareescalatingdramatically.
Manufacturing processesare becoming more complex as
well as more numerous. As the physical dimensions of
semiconductor devices have shrunk, the need for microscopic control of cleannessas well as physical dimensions
has become acute. Vigorous foreign competition based
primarily on product quality has continuedto erodemarket
share.Also, at the sametime that requirementsfor diverse
materials, including many that are hazardous,have been
on the rise in. semiconductor processing,there has been
increasingpublic concernabout environmentalhealth and
'Research in compound
semiconductorsis an importantelementof the generic technology
for future semiconductorproducts. However,it representsjust one of the areas that need
to be addressed. lt is just as possible that new generationsof capabilitiesmay be based
on the evolutionof silicon technology into radically new device structuresas it is that new
but less developed materialsystems,such as the lll-V semiconductors,will provide these
capabilities.Each candidate technology must be addressed in a comprehensivegeneric
technology at a level commensuratewith its perceived role.

Fig. 3. Ollrces ol the SRC in ResearchTrianfle Park, North
Carolina.

safety. Fig. 1 is a more complete list of these VLSI (very
large-scaleintegration) manufacturing challengesnow facing the semiconductorindustry.
Many of these factors have acted in concert on the U.S.
semiconductorindustry at the sametime that semiconductor users' expectationsare increasing.It should be obvious
that if customers'expectationsare increasingand the competition can meet theseexpectations,anyonewho doesnot
respond to the challengesdoes not have a bright future.
Indeed, the market share enjoyed by U.S. semiconductor
manufacturershas been slipping in recent months (Fig. 2).
The changesthat are developing in the microelectronics
industry and its technology base will have far-reaching
effectson the participating professionsand institutions.
Plight of Engineering Education
Engineeringeducation has become a major concern for
a country increasingly dependent on technological advancement. Collegesand universities are almost universally experiencing accelerating enrollment in engineering
fields. This renewedinterestin engineeringcareersis placing a tremendous burden on faculty and facilities. Many
university laboratoriescontain hopelesslyoutdatedequipment while escalating costs for new equipment keep modernization always out of reach. The industrial demand for
qualified engineersis so greatthat salarieshave been driven
far abovewhat most universitiescan afford.Someobservers
have concluded that this has causeda net loss of 400 university professors a year. In the field of semiconductor
electronics,the problem has been intensified by dramatic
reductions in government funding of silicon-related research.The result has been an increasinglylimited supply
of competent graduates prepared to work and contribute
to the U,S. semiconductorindustry. Both Japanand Russia
are currently graduating many times more engineers per
capitathan the United States.It is obviousto many industry
executives that this situation must be dramatically improved without delay since the IC technology turnover rate
is now faster than the rate at which we can train new
microelectronicsengineers.If the education system could
be correctedimmediately, it would be approximatelythree
years before industry would even begin to experiencethe
results.

Microstructure Sciences
Materials,Phenomena,and Device Physics
Microsciences
Device FabricationTechnolooies
Design Sciences
Design Automation
Chio Architectures
Manufacluring Sciences
ManufacturingSystems
Automation,Robotics
ProcessModelingand Simulation
Packaging
Reliabilityand Durability

Fig. 4. Major areas of interestof the SRC research program.

SRC History and Organization
Given the current statusof the U.S.semiconductorindustry, there is a major role for the type of institution with
which HP is now associated,the SemiconductorResearch
Cooperation.This role is centered on the evolution of a
generic technology basethat servesas a common foundation on which to build the competitive efforts of the future.
This generictechnologyincludes all of the material,device,
design,and systemskills required to build future complex
systemson silicon.
The SRC was conceived in late 1981, when executives
of major U.S. companiesthat produce and/or use semiconductor products recognizedthat the erosion of the generic
technology basecoupled with government-financed efforts
in other countries constituted an important competitive
threat to their industry. Recognizing that a governmentbased responseto this threat was unlikely, they decided
to undertake a cooperative industry-initiated response.
After considerablediscussion,a concept emergedthat has
becomethe SRC.According to this concept,the SRCwill:
r Be sponsoredby member companiesthrough feesbased
on semiconductorsalesor use,or semiconductor-related
sales
r Provide knowledgeableand professionalplanning of an
industrywide research program
r Contract for research to be coordinated by an industry/
SRCtechnical advisory board
I Play an active role in monitoring researchprogressand
transferring results back to industry
I Establishboth:
n University centers of excellencewith long-term, major
thrust areas
! Additional research activities based on short-term,
more precisely defined objectives
r Result in:
o Establishment of a major, focused, generic research
program supportive of the needs of the semiconductor
industry
D More relevant graduateeducation and a larger supply
of graduate students
n Improved communication within the U.S. semiconductor community.
Subsidiary researchobjectivesthat are consistent with
this concept include the following:
I Provide a clearer view of directions, limits, opportunities, and problems in generictechnologies
I Decrease fragmentation and redundancy in U.S.
semiconductorresearch
r Establish above-thresholdresearch efforts for critical
areasthat are beyond the resourcesof many cooperating
companies
r Enhancethe image of the industry to attract neededtalent
I Increase industry-university ties
r Provide a scientific and technical information base for
industry development efforts
I Attract highly qualified students to graduate programs
in semiconductorresearch
I Help universities attract and retain competent faculty in
semiconductor-relatedareas.
As part of this set of objectives,it was agreedthat, to
broaden the institutional base, the SRC program should
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encompassuniversities that are not presently leaders in
semiconductorresearch,while increasingthe level of effort
in universities already active in this technology.
By early 1982, the SRC concept was sufficiently advancedsothat, under the aegisof the SemiconductorIndustries Association, the SRC was incorporated and bylaws
were written. In May 1982,Larry W. Sumney,former director of the Departmentof Defensevery high-speedintegrated
circuit program (VHSIC),was hired as ExecutiveDirector
of the SRC.In September1.982,offices of the SRC were
established in the Research Triangle Park of North
Carolina (Fig. 31, initial staff was hired, and efforts to
establishthe researchprogramwere initiated. In November,
eight universities were selectedfor award of the first researchcontractsand 166 proposalswere receivedfrom 63
universities.By the end of 1983,over thirty-eight U.S. universitieswere participating in the SRCresearchprogram.
The SRCexists as a cooperativeeffort of companiesthat
produce or use semiconductor devices or are major
suppliers to the semiconductorindustry. Presentmembership includes:
Advanced Micro Devices,Incorporated
American Telephoneand TelegraphCompany
BurroughsCorporation
Control Data Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
Eaton Corporation
E-Systems,Incorporated
GCA Corporation
GeneralElectric Company
General Instrument Corporation
GoodyearAerospaceCorporation
Harris Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Honeywell, Incorporated
IBM Corporation
Intel Corporation
LSI Logic Corporation
Monolithic Memories,Incorporated
Monsanto Company
Motorola, Incorporated
National SemiconductorCorporation
Perkin-Elmer Corporation
RCA Corporation
Rockwell International
SEMI (Chapter)*
Silicon Systems,Incorporated
Sperry Corporation
TexasInstruments,Incorporated
Union Carbide Corporation
Varian Associates,Incorporated
WestinghouseElectric Corporation
Xerox Corporation
Zilog Corporation
The SRCis operatedby a Boardof Directors,which establishes major policy for the SRC, approvesmajor contract
awards, approvesthe appointment of Technical Advisory
"Severalsmall manufacturerswho could not separatelyatlord the minimumSRC entrv fee
haveestablished
a chapterunderthe aegisof the Semiconductor
Equipmentand l\4aterials
Institute.
Inthisway,severalsmallcompaniescan participateintheSRCforoneentryfee.
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Board membersand key membersof the professionalstaff,
and overseesthe developmentand operationsof the organization. Members of the Board of Directors are selectedby
the member companies, usually from their own upper
levels of management.
The Technical Advisory Board has an active role in the
evolution of the research strategy and the evaluation of
proposals.It provides an important conduit for the flow of
information from industry to SRCresearchcontracts,and
for the flow of researchresults from the SRCto industry.
The Technical Advisory Board advises the SRC on what
research should be funded. Technical Advisory Board
members are appointed by the member companies.They
are well qualified to give technical guidanceand to represent their companies'positions.
The full-time SRC staff consistsof both regular, permanent employeesand industry personnel assignedto work
with the SRCfor defined tours of one year or more. This
staff, under the direction of the Board of Directorsand with
the advice of the Technical Advisory Board, formulates
and implements the research program of the SRC. It is
intended that the permanentstaff remain small so that the
active participation of the Board of Directors, Technical
Advisory Board, and industry assigneeswill continue to
be necessaryto carry out, manage,and direct the SRCprogram. In addition, it is planned that each researcherwill
have an individual identified as an industrv resourcecon-

Microstructure Sciences
. Integratablehigh-speed logic elements with state discrimination
capabilityin the 5{o-10{emto.ioule
range
. Compatibleinterconnection
technology,includingmixedtechnologies,
low-impedance conductors, low-impedance contacts, wafer-scale
integration
. High-density
dynamicRAMs
. Logicchips with greaterlhan 1-million-gate
equivalence
. Accurate16-bitanalog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog
conversion
. Field-reconfigurable
chip technology
Design Sciences
. Chip functionaldesignswith 10x performanceadvantagesover the
existing state of the art
r Chip functionaldesignswith reducedinterconnection
requiremenls
. Systemsynthesiscapabilities
at the l Oslogic-element,
1011-bit-memory
level
. Atfordablegeneric lestability methods with >95% fault coverage
. Reconfigurableand/or fault tolerant system design methodologies
. Hierarchical
designsystemsthat require<6 engineermonthsbetween
system specificationand error{ree layouts
Manutacturing Sciences
. Defectc^ontrolpermittingproductionof chips with defect densitiesbelow
O.25lcm'
. Process automation permitting wide product mixes from the same
fabricationline and a 5x improvementin productivity
. Reductionin fabricationline capital costs for a given productionlevel
. Real-time correlation of process, device, and circuit models in the
productionenvironment
. Cost-effectivepackage technologiesthat extend to 100W dissipation,
high-speedinlerfaces,opticalinput/output,
system{evelpackaging,400
ports
. Productqualilyassuranceat 1:106reiectleveland improvementin chip
reliabilityof 2 Y withoutburn-in
. Materials and controls that eliminate yield degradation caused by
materialvariables
. Metrologytechniquesand accuraciesthat support other manufacturing
sciencesgoals.

Fig. 5. Besearch goals in the major areas of interest.

tact (industrial mentor) to provide assistanceand information when required.
SRC Research Program
Before the SRCresearchprogram was initiated, a strategy
for the programwas adoptedthat identifies the major areas
of interest.The major areasare microstructure,design,and
manufacturing sciences(seeFig. 4J.
A three-tier layer of researchactivities is envisioned consisting of individual project awards,centersof excellence,
and lead centers. The first level is intended to include
thoseresearchactivities centeredaround one or two faculty
members and their students. Contracts will be awarded in
a competitive processbased on solicitation of proposals

for innovative research. At the second level, centers of
excellence are being established through negotiation and
competition. These centerswill consist of team efforts with
themes that can correspond to major areas in the strategy
or other mutually acceptabletopics that are deemed to be
of considerable importance. An effort is being made to
supplement centerthemeswith researchvehiclesthat provide additional focus to the efforts. The third tier of planned
researchactivity, the lead center, provides a framework for
amalgamating related efforts and facilities of multiple institutions into a structure of coordinated research.The implementation of lead centers will evolve from the present
project-center activities at some time in the future.
In addition to the three-tier structure of research de-

D e s i E nS c i e n c e s

M i c r o s t r u c t u r eS c i e n c e s
Centers and Programs
Cornell
RPI
MIT
UC SantaBarbara,
Stanford

Microscienceand Technology,Dr. JetfreyFrey
BeamTechnology,Dr.AndrewJ. Sleckl
3D Circuitsand SystemsTechnology,Dr. Paul
Penfield,Jr.
lll-VMemory,Dr.Jim Merz

Materials and Phenomena
InteractionsDuringVapor PhaseGrowth,
lllinois
Dr.J.E.Greene
Process-lnducedRadiationEttects,Dr.
Yale
Tso-pingMa
Originof InterfaceStates,Dr. ClaytonW.
Stanford
Bates,Jr.
Dr.RichardD. Barker
ThinInsulalors,
Yale
Device Structures and Behaviol
HeterostructureDevices,Dr. M.S..
Purdue
Lundstrom
Dr.JamesD.
MESFETS,
Complementary
Stanford
Plummer
Polysiliconin lC Processes,Dr. D.W. Greve
Carnegie-Mellon
Dr.B.M.Wilamowski
BipolarTransistors,
Arizona
Low-TemperatureVLSI,Dr. RichardL.
Vermont
Anderson
Reliability
Physics,Dr.C.T.Sah
lllinois
PolysiliconEmitters,Dr. DorotheaE. Burk
Florida
lnterconnections and Contacts
Low-ResistanceOhmicContacts,Dr. GaryY.
Minnesota
Robinson
Multilevellnterconnectors.Dr. ThomasE.
MississippiState
Wade
MultilevelInterconnectionsand Contacts,Dr.
Stanford
JamesD. Meindl
SilicideCVD,Dr.JamesN. Fordemwalt
Arizona
MBESilicides,Dr. K.L.Wang
UCLA
Dr.MaxG. Lagally
SilicideMetallizations,
Wisconsin
Processes
NotreDame
PennsylvaniaState
Minnesota
PensylvaniaState
USC
JohnsHopkins

Annealingin Silicon,Dr.RichardKwor
ThermalNitridation,Dr. RichardE. Tresslerand
Dr.Joseph R. Monkowski
Low-TemperatureEpitaxy,Dr. Ray M. Warner,
Jr.
Plasmaand Reactivelon Etching,Dt. Joseph
Stach
LaserMaskRepair,Dr.SusanD. Allen
Clusterlon Beams,Dr.KitH. Bower,Jr.

Centers and Programs
Carnegie-Mellon
UC Berkeley

Center,Dr.S-W.
DesignAutomation/CAD
Director
DesignCenterin CAD/lCs,Dr. DonaldO.
Pederson

Chip and Circuit Design
SoftwareMethodology,Dr. FrederickP.
NorthCarolina
Brooks,Jr.
VLSI,Dr.S.M.Reddy
Speed-lndependent
towa
AnalogCAD,Dr.PhillipE.Allen
TexasA&M
Dr.JohnE. Savage
SiliconCompilation,
Brown
Dr.OlgierdA.
MOSSimulationsforCAD,
Arizona
Palusinski
Testability, Verification, and Simulation
DesignVerificationand Testing,Dr. Timothy
lllinois
N.Trick
Test Design,Dr.JacobAbraham
lllinois
Simulator,Dr.Lex
Three-Dimensional
ArizonaState
A. Akers
TestableVLSI,Dr.JohnPaulShen
Carnegie-Mellon
Chip Layout
Columbia
MCNC
Rochesler

VLSlCircuitLayout,Dr.OmarWing
SymbolicLayout,Dr.JonathanB. Rosenberg
CADforLayout,Dr.EdwinKinnen

Chip Architecture
SouthCarolina
lllinois

SignalProcessors,Dr. MatthewYuschik
VLSIArrays,Dr. F.P.Preparata,Dr. D.J. Brown

M a n u f a c t u r i n gS c i e n c e s
Centers and Programs
ManufacturingScienceand Technology,Dr.
Stanford
JamesD. Meindl
lC ManufacturingTechnology,Dr. Carlton
MCNC
Osburn
Dr.
Manufacture,
Automationin Semiconductor
Michigan
Ken Wise
VLSI ReliabilityResearch,Dr. Jay W. Lathrop
Clemson
Analytical Techniques
Minnesota
NorthCarolina
Packaging
Arizona
Stanford
GeorgiaTech
Cornell
Yield Enhancement
MIT

AcousticalMicroscopy,Dr. Rolf K. Mueller
DigitalSEM,Dr. RoyH. Propst
VLSI Packagingand InterconnectionResearch,
Dr.JohnPrince
Dr.R. FabianPease
CoolingTechniques,
VLSI Bond Interfaces,Dr. B.R. Livesay
InterfaceDefectsin CeramicSubstrates,
Dr. RishiRaj
Si Defectsand InternalGettering,Dr. Harry
C. Gatos

Fig, 6. CunenfSBC-supported centers,programs,and projects
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scribed above,another program component referred to as
a "new thrust" is provided. This is a mechanism for implementation of focused researchefforts that respond to
needs, opportunities, or technologicalthreats beyond the
outlined researchstrategy.Such efforts will be initiated
either through competitivesolicitationsor from unsolicited
proposals. Examples might include areas such as compound semiconductors,high-power ICs, novel architectures, electroopticalICs, or precision processing.
The initial implementation of the SRCresearchprogram
is basedon a broad solicitation for researchproposalsthat
was distributed in the fall of 1982.As noted, the competitive solicitation resulted in 166 proposals that were
evaluatedand ranked in the three major categoriesof the
researchstrategy.This processresulted in a decision to
make awards of approximately 40 contractsto 26 universities. In addition, 37 proposals from two universities,
RensselaerPolytechnic Institute and MassachusettsInstitute of Technology,and one university group, the MicroelectronicsCenter of North Carolina, were removed from
the competitive evaluation and instead are serving as a
basis for the establishmentof three well-focused research
programs.In parallel with this broad solicitation, centers
of excellencehave been establishedat Cornell University
in the areaof microscienceand technologyand at the University of California at Berkeleyand Carnegie-MellonUniversity in computer-aideddesign.
A set of goalswas establishedto direct and focusthe SRC
researchprogram (seeFig. 5). Thesegoalsenumeratecapabilities desiredby SRCsponsoringcompaniesin the 1990
time period. The SRC recognizesthat the goals appear to
emphasizean orderly evolution of its presenttechnology;
however, creative and original alternative approachesto
these goalswill also be supported.
The individual goalsare statedin ways that provide specific benchmarks.For a coherentbody of technicalcapability, each goal must be viewed in the context of the others.
The capabilitiesaddressedby thesegoalsextendto demonstrableproducibility. However,commercial practiceis expected to occur in industries that support the SRC,not at
the universities.The task of the universities is to provide
the researchnecessaryto support the goals.
A current list of supportedresearchincludes the centers,
programs, and projects shown in Fig. 6. One of these is
highlighted in Fig. 7. Fig. B shows the current and planned
size of the SRCprogram.
University-lndustry Linkages
One promise of the SRCprogramis for improved contact
and communication between industry and the academic
research community. The SRC is not only aware of the
potential for this enhancedcommunication,but also is considering mechanismsfor transferringresearchresults from
universities to member companies. Programshave been
implemented to accomplish these objectives:
r SRCMonitoring/lvlanagement.An SRCtechnical project
manageris assignedto each of the researchcontracts.It
is this manager'sresponsibility to provide the prime interface to the contractor for the technical direction of
the research and to formulate the nature and level of
continued SRC support. To carry out these duties, the
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technical project manager uses knowledge of the research and its progress,as well as inputs and advice
from the Technical Advisory Board, the industrial mentor (see below), SRC members, and whatever other
sourcesmay be available,and must usethe projectevaluation strategynow being developedby the SRC.
I Industry Assignees.Two modes of participation for industry assigneesin SRCactivities are available.In one,
the assigneejoins the SRC staff for a period of at least
one year and participates in the implementation and
managementof the SRCresearchprogram.This provides
opportunities to obtain experiencein program management, broad knowledgeof semiconductorresearchactivities, and a working introduction to the academic researchcommunity. It also constitutesa major contribution to the development of the SRC.The secondindustrial assigneemode, identified as the Researcherin Residence,is more focusedtechnically. The assigneespends
a defined period of time working in the university laboratory with one or more academicresearchers.The researchis strengthenedby the assignee'sexperienceand
capabilitieswhile the assigneegainsintimate knowledge
of the university research.This is probably the most
effective method of technology transfer. The potential
for industrial assigneeparticipation exists with all SRC
contractors,bu?in some of the more popular technology
areasit may be necessaryto rotate opportunities among
SRCmembers.Both junior and seniortechnical staffmay
be considered for industrial assigneeopportunities in
SRC-supporteduniversity laboratories,and educational
objectivesor participation in teaching are desirableadditions to the technology transfer function. Minimum
stays of three months and normal tours of one year are
suggested.The assigneehas the responsibility for defining with the appropriate university person the specific
mode of researchparticipation and other activities.
r SRCInformation Central.The disseminationof technical

Fig. 7. New techniques employed at the Universityof North
Carolina for digitally enhancing scanning electron microscope images provide quantitative data from SEMs.

Annual
Numberot Support
Universities Level
Beginning1983
End 1983
Planned(1984)
Potential

32
36
44
60

$ 8,800,000
11.500.000
15,000,000
32,000,000

Faculty
125
150
170
400

Graduate
Students
150
190
210
800

Fig.8. Growthof the SRCresearchprogram.
information on SRC research projects will initially take
place by distribution of report abstractsand of research
reports.This distribution will be integratedwith existing
information systemsof membercompanieswhere appropriate. It is planned that through CSNET(ComputerScience Networkl, an electronic information distribution
system,researchprogram outputs in various forms will
be rapidly distributed to designatedindividuals in the
member companiesby the SRC (Fig. 9).
Topical SRC ResearchMeetings.The concept for these
meetingsis that specialistsin a fairly narrow technical
subject area,CAI) layout tools or silicides for example,
will meet to discussresearchactivities in that area.Industry attendeesand SRCresearcherswill be invited to
discusstheir work and plans. It is expectedthat asmany
astwelve topical conferencesper yearwill be convened.
Industrial Mentors. Communication linkages between
the universitiesand industry must be two-way. Industry
technologistscan help the university community identify important problem areas,may from time to time be
able to provide direct technical assistance,and might
steerthis researchaway from nonproblem areas.For this
supportive function, on the advice of the Technical Advisory Board, an industry engineeror scientistin an SRC

member company has been identified as a direct contact
point for each of the 53 contractson our list. This indi
vidual is called an industrial mentor for the contract.
EachTechnical Advisory Board memberprovides nominationsfor this role. This linkagehasreceivedenthusiastic endorsementof the university researcherswith whom
it hasbeen discussedand hasthe potential for materially
increasingthe effectivenessof the SRCresearchprogram.
I Program Reviews. The comprehensive activities of the
SRC centers of excellencewill be reviewed annually.
Sincethesereviews will include broad areasof technical
interest,they will be designedto attract industry representativesand Technical Advisory Board memberswith
a broad range of interestsand responsibilitiesand will
be a key element in the evaluation of center activities.
Hewlett-Packardand the SRC
HP's involvement with the SRCgoesback to the initial
conceptual discussions.GeorgeBodway, Managerof HP's
Computer Integrated Circuits Division and a member of
the SemiconductorIndustries Association Board of Directors, was an early supporter of the SRC concept and was
instrumental in HP's joining the SRC. FIP Components
Group Manager John Blokker was HP's representative on
the SRC'sBoard of Directorsuntil recently,when Corvallis
Components Operation Manager Fred Schwettmann was
appointed to that position. HP Laboratories'High-Speed
DevicesDirector DraganIlic is a member of the Technical
Advisory Board. The author is on temporary assignment
from HP to the SRC, serving as Manager of Manufacturing
SciencesResearchPrograms.
Three HP employees are currently participating in the
industrial mentor program. |erry Gladstoneof the HP Santa
RosaTechnologyCenteris mentoringthe Illinois VPE/MBE
project, SteveShevenockof the HP Corvallis Components
Operationis the mentor of the thermal nitridation program
at PennsylvaniaState,and Hugh Grinolds of HP Laboratories serves as the industrial mentor for the University of
Minnesota acousticalmicroscopy researchproject.

Summary
The SRCwith a 1984 budget of approximately $13 million is rapidly establishing a structured research program
that responds to the generic technology needs of the
semiconductor industry. Its initial research efforts have
focused on addressingnearer-termproblems.However, to
achieve balance and maximize the long-term return on investmentto its members,the SRCwill addressall areasof
science and technology that will significantly contribute
to the advancementof semiconductortechnology both in
this decade and on to the turn of the century. With the
support of a growing number of industrial participants,
this researchwill becomea major factor in establishingthe
technology for the information age and will help assure
the U.S. industry a position of continued leadershipin the
semiconductorfield as well as in the myriad application
areasthat depend on advancedsemiconductordevices,

Fig.9. CSNEI is an electronicinformationdistributionsystem
that will be used for rapid distributionof SBC research resu/ts
to designated individuals in the member companies.
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A HyphenationAlgorithmfor HPWord
OriginallydevelopedfortheDutchversionof HPWord,this
patternrecognition
algorithmcanbe adaptedtohyphenate
wordsin many differentlanguages.
by Paul R. Smit

HE HYPHENATION PROGRAM desmibed here has
been developed as a subprogram of the HPWord
word processing software for HP 3000 Computer
Systems.HPWord has multilingual capabilities, that is,
documents can be produced in different languages.This
affects some layout features as well as the hyphenation of
words, which is done automatically.
In developing the hyphenation algorithm there were
some demands the final program had to meet, not only as
regardsquality (an error percentageof 1% seemedreasonable to aim forJ,but also with respectto the efficiency and
flexibility of the program. To achieve this, a somewhat different method is used compared to that of most existing
hyphenation programs.Although roughly the samelinguistic rules are used, the way to store and approach these
rules is different.
The main advantageof the algorithm describedhere is
its flexibility; the linguistic rules can be changed without
changing the program. This makes it possible to use the
program for other languagesas well. The same program is
being implemented in the Danish version of HPWord. It
can also be implemented easily in other text processing
programs. It is, for instance, easy to convert the algorithm
to other programming languagessuch as Pascal.
Moreover, the problem of efficiency and of hierarchy in
the linguistic rules has been completely solved by using a
tree structure and an extra data segmentto store all linguistic rules. This way searchingtakes place in main memory
instead of on disc.
Straightforward Methods
In discussinghyphenation programs,we considerat first
stand-aloneprogramswhich isolateall syllablesin a word.
As we will see later, this is not really necessaryin a text
processingprogram like HPWord. If a line is filled with
the first syllable(s)of a word, only one breakpoint needs
to be found.
In general,hyphenation algorithms work in the following
way.
1. The first step is to searchfor the word in an exception
dictionary. If the word is found, the algorithm stops.
2. If not, the various prefixes and suffixes are removed.
3. Next, some rules are applied to the rest of the word. Let
C be any (combined) consonant and V any (combined)
vowel. A combined letter is a combination of letters that
is consideredas one letter (e.g.,qu or sh in the English
language).In most languagesthere are some combinations of vowels that can be consideredas one letter (e.g.,
aa, oei in the Dutch language).For the Dutch language,
the following rules are often used.
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r The sequenceW is hyphenated as V-V.
r The sequenceVCV gives V-CV.
I VC..,CV is handled differently. As many consonants
as possible will be put into the last syllable. This
dependson whether the last two or three consonants
are pronounceable.In the Dutch language,for instance, the letter combinations rz and tt are not pronounceablewithin one syllable, as in the word voor-zitter.The combinationgr,however,can be pronounced,
as in the word in-te-gra-tie.
A frequently used algorithm for the Dutch languagethat
works along these lines is describedby Brandt Corstius.l
Although the quality obtained by these straightforward
programs can be very high, sometimes thanks to a large
exception dictionary, as is normally the casein hyphenation algorithms for the English language, there are some
drawbacks. Becausethe handling of different kinds of linguistic rules is hard-codedin the program,it is difficult to
make changes,and in general,theseprogramsare not very
efficient becauseof the linear searchmechanismsused.
Method Used in HPWord
Another way to approach the problem is to keep the
algorithm and the linguistic (hyphenation) rules strictly
separated from each other. The function of the algorithm
is twofold. On the one hand, it has to build an environment
in which the development of a hyphenation algorithm for
any language is reduced to the formulation of linguistic
rules in a suitablenotation (asis also mentionedby Raiha,z
and by Boot and Koppelaar3).On the other hand, the algorithm has to provide an efficient search mechanism to
determine which rules must be used to hyphenate a given
word.
The separation between the algorithm and the linguistic
rules, together with the building of an environment that

Symbols Used in this Article
SCS

v
SCT
SUT

s is an elementof the set S
Read"forall"
SetS is includedin thesetT
Unionof setsS and T

m

.U,Si

Unionof the setsSi

SNT

Intersection
of setsS and T
Nullset,emptyset

o

we can use to edit the rules (the first job of the algorithm),
makes the program flexible. Rules can be easily added or
changed, and it is even possible to make a hyphenation
program for another language by replacing the rules.
Structure of the Linguistic Rules
Before discussingthe problems involved in making the
algorithm efficient, we first give an explanation ofthe structure of the linguistic rules used by the program.
Consider a word of n letters:
11,12,...,1.
Between every two letters and at the start and the end of
the word a sign si is placed:

The signs si can have the following values:

2

Notdecidedyet.
Breakpointin this position; actually indicates
the beginning or the end of a syllable or word.
No breakpointin this position.

Initially, the signs s; have the following values:
so:s.:1'

The program analyzesevery subsetof this word:
si-r, li, si, . . . , liap, s;11(i > 0, i+k < n)

(1)

Subsetsof this form are called potterns.In analyzing patterns like this, the program tries to change the values of
the st. It useslinguistic rules to do this. The format of such
a linguistic rule is as follows:
s 6 , 1 1s,1 , . . . , l t , s i - s 6 ,s i , . . . , s ;

(2)

If the left side of the linguistic rule matches a pattern in
the word, the values of the s1are changed according to the
values si on the right side of the arrow. Matching occurs
when the values of the s, and 11in (1) are equal to the
correspondingvalues of the syand li in (2).
Generalized Rules
If we use the linguistic rules as they are describedabove,
we have the following problem. We can regardthe linguistic rules as a function:
1 5k+z -+ 5k+z

(li, lt*,

€ V; si-1, si, s1*t € S)

where V is the set of all vowels and S is the set of all values
of the signs.Such a generalizedrule could have the format:
{(so,lt, sr, lr, sr) + so,1, s, I so,s1,s2 € S; lr, l, € V}(3)
We needyet anothernotation to handle such generalized
patterns and rules. Generalized signs and letters will be
represented as Greek letters. Now the format of a
generalizedlinguistic rule is as follows:

)ti can represent a specific letter (written as a lowercase
character), but can also have the value C (which means
any consonant),the value V (any vowel), or the value *
(any letter). tr; cdn also have the value * besides the
aforementionedvalues 0,1,2.On the left side of the arrow,
the x means "any value"; on the right side it means "no
change".
Now we can write (3) as follows:
*V*V*-->{.11

s 1: 0 ( 0 < i < n ) .

F1: Lk+1

si-1, li, si, 1i11,si*r

0 6 ,1 1 ,o 1 ,. . . , I k , o r + o 6 ,o l , . . ' , o L

so,11,s1,...,1'so

0
1

lem we would like to have one rule for all patterns of the
form:

( k : 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .)

There is a function for each fixed pattern length. L is the
set of all letters, k+t is the pattern length (the number of
letters in each rule), and S is the set of the signs. The
number of elementsin S is I S | :3. If we add 14 combined
letters to the 26 letters in the normal alphabet,this makes
lLl:a0.
The total number of possibleargumentsin this function
for fixed k equals46k+i ><3k*'. This means,for instance,
that we would have to store 5 x 106rules if we considered
only rules for patterns with three letters! To store the function (or rules) explicitly is clearly not the right method. It
is not necessaryeither, becausethe argumentsof the function can be generalized.
Consider the linguistic rule that there will always be a
word breakbetween(combined)vowels.To solvethis prob-

For example, one of the hyphenation rules in the Dutch
language is the following: If there are two consonants between vowels, hyphenation will take place between the
two consonants. (This is a very general rule with many
exceptions,to be discussedlater.) The rule is written as
follows:
*V0C0C0V*---)*212*
On the left side of the arrow, the sequenceV C C V indicates the two consonants between the vowels. The values
x on each side of the pattern indicate that the actual values
of the signs in those positions of the word arenot important.
The values 0 mean that no decisions for these positions
have been made yet.
On the right side of the arrow the changes in the signs
are given. The 1 in the third position forces a breakpoint
between the consonants. Because there are no syllables
with only consonants, the other values 0 will be changed
into 2 (breakpoint inhibited). The values * mean that there
will be no changein these positions.
Making the Algorithm Efficient
To make the searchthrough the linguistic rules efficient,
we would like to order these rules in some way. If we
managed to do this we could use a binary search method
instead of simply going through a list. One of the things
we also have to keep in mind is how to incorporate a certain
hierarchy in the linguistic rules into the data structure we
are going to use, that is, which rule will take precedence
in the caseof conflicting rules. (We must be able to handle
exceptionsto exceptions,etc.)
The way we stated the generalized linguistic rule in (3)
suggestsa solution to both of theseproblems.We can treat
the generalizedrules as sets.The elementsof thesesetsare
the original (not generalized)rules defined in (2). As will
be shown in the examples that follow, we can identify the
hierarchv mentioned above with the inclusion relation of
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1. (l o 0 n 0 * .r

----)

1 2 1 .,)

(on-eigenliik)

2. (1 o 0n0t0.

--)

1 2 2 1 .)

(ont-zettend)

3. (1 o 0n 0t 0V.

--)

1 2 1 2-)

(on-terecht)

(1o 0 n 0t 0aa. ---'
(ont-aarden)

1 2 2 1 .l

(1 o 0n 0t 0a - ----)
(ont-adelen)

set theory. The inclusion relation of sets can be used to
introduce a partial ordering of these sets (or linguistic
rulesJ.
Now that we have an ordering of the rules, they can be
organizedinto a kind of tree structure in which the most
generalrules are placed near the root and the more explicit
rules are placed near the leaves.The idea is to follow a
path in the tree until a vertex is reached with the most
explicit rule that still matchesthe given letter combination
(pattern).
Later in this article we will give a detailed description
of the way the tree is organized and how the searching
algorithm works.
In the two examples that follow, the first example explains the notion of hierarchy, and the second example
shows the use and structure of the tree.
For the first example, consider again the rule
(a)

*V0C0C0Vt<--+*212*

This rule has exceptions(in the Dutch languageJ.
With certain pairs of consonants,hyphenation will take place in
front of the two consonants.One of these combinationsis
gr, as we saw before in the word in-te-gra-tie
(note that the
combination nt behaves normally). The rule for gr is as
follows:
(b)

*V090r0V*--)*

1"22*

Rule (b) is more specific than (a),that is, all patternsthat
match rule (b) also match rule (a). The reverseis not true.
If we consider the rules as sets we can say that (b) is included in (a).The searchmechanismalwaystakesthe most
specific rule, so it will decide to use rule (b) instead of (a)
if the combination of consonantshappens to be gr.
For the secondexample,Fig. 1 shows the part of the tree
that handles the prefix on(t).In words, these rules are: on
at the start of a syllable is considereda prefix, unless the
third letter is a t, in which caseontis the prefix, unless ont
is followed by a vowel, in which casethe prefix is again
on;however, if that vowel equalsa or aa, the prefix is ont.
The algorithm searchesthe tree until a rule is found that
cannot be applied. The last rule found that can be applied
is used. In analyzing the pattern ontz,for example,the tree
will be searcheduntil rule no. 3 in Fig. 1 is found, and
then rule no. 2 will be used.
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Fig. 1. Ihls part of the tree of linguistic rules handles the prefix
on(l).For example,in analyzingthe
pattern onlz, the hyphenation algorithm will search the tree until it
finds rule no. 3, which does not
apply.Ruleno.2willthenbe used.

1 2 2't -l

Organizationof the Tree
In the last section we saw that we could use the inclusion
relation of set theory to (partially) order the linguistic rules.
In the case of a total ordering, a binary search tree would
have sufficed. However, with a partial ordering we have
to act differently.
Suppose we have n linguistic rules:
R 1 ,R 2 , . . . ,R ,
We are going to identify these rules with the vertices of a
network as follows. The successors of a rule R. are oll rules
Rt, R' with the properties:

1.
2.

(& + R")

Rrc&
R,ZRj

(Vi,jwithi # j)

To find all rules that we can apply to a specific pattern
we do the following. Start at the source of the network fthe
most generalrule). Find all successorsthat apply and follow all thesepaths until a vertex is found with the property
that none of its successorscontains rules that apply. This
vertex contains one of the rules that we can apply to our
specific pattern. This is the same idea that we have seen
beforein the exampleof Fig. 1, only herewe havea network
instead of a tree.
For any vertex we visit, there may be more than one
successorthat applies. All these paths must be followed,
so it is possibleto visit a vertexthat hasbeenvisited before.
To prevent redundancy,the searchingmechanismcan put
a flag on each vertex that has been visited. Another way
to prevent this redundancy is to adapt the structure of the
network. Supposewe have the following situation:
.R,

/\
,./
\t

,/\
/\

R2

\

\./

\.y'
R4

/'"'

If we leave branch 4 out, we get a normal tree structure
and do not need flags anymore. However, now there is a
chancethat we will apply R, ond Rn,although Rn is more
specific. In practice,this has turned out not to be a serious
problem, so we have decided to use this method.
We can refine the structure of this tree even more. This
is especiallynecessarywhen there are many successorsfor
each vertex, becausein that caseit would not be very efficient to visit all these vertices. To solve this inefficiency
we use yet another property of sets: disjunction.
Let R be a vertex in the tree and
AR:{Rr,...,R"}
the setof all successorsof R. Now we constructsubsetsof AR
A 1 , A 2.,. . , A in such a way that:
U A':A'

2.

Li n Li:Zi

Vi,i;i*i

3.

RknRt:Z

w i t h R 1 , R 1C A ' ; i : 1 , . . . , m

Now we have a partition of AR with the property that the
elements of a subset in the partition are mutually disjunct.
Note that the elements of these subsets are generalized
linguistic rules, that is, they are sets themselves.
It turns out to be possible to use a simple alphabetical
ordering when dealing with disjunct rules, so that in each
we can use a binary search
subset of the partition
mechanism. This makes the search considerably more efficient. An outline of the recursive procedure vertex,which
fills a stack with all vertices of a (sub)tree which contain
the most specific rules that apply to a given pattern, is as
follows:
procedurevertex(pattern,root'pointer,
stack);
member:: true:
call fillsets(sets,numsets);
i:: 1;
whilei<numsetsdo
call binsearch(sets(i),pattern,found,pointer);
if foundthen
member:: false:
call vertex(pattern,pointer,stack)
endif;
i:: i+ 1
endwhile;
if memberthen
call push (stack,root'pointer)
endif;
return:
The procedures and variables used in this procedure are:

stack

member

binsearch

push

This procedurefills the arraysets
with the subsetsof the partition.
numsets
is the number of subsets.
Performs a binary searchin a subset.If a rule is found that appliesto
the pattern,foundwill be settrue
will point to this rule.
and pointer
Putstherule referredto by root'pointer
into the stack.

Description of the Algorithm
Input for the algorithm is the word to be hyphenated
togetherwith left and right limits that define a "red zone."
A word break has to be found within the red zone. The
word to be hyphenated is assumedto contain only uppercasealphabetic characters-no numerics or specials.
The proceduresused in the algorithm are:
(pattern)
make-stack

m.

1.

patern
root'pointer

fillsets

The pattern being investigated.
Pointsto the root of the (sub)tree
where the searchingtakesplace.
The stack to be filled with the rules
that apply to pattern.
This logical variabledecidesif the
rule at the root of the (sub)treewill
beput into the stack.

This procedure fills the stack with all generalizedrules
applicable to this pattern. To do this, the procedurevertex
is called.
(pattern,ready)
analyse-break
This procedureanalyzesbreakpointpositions in the neighborhood of breakpointsjust found. The logical parameter
readyis settrue if there is a word break within the red zone.
The algorithm consistsof the following steps:
1. Search the exception dictionary. If the word is found
the algorithm stops.
2. If the procedureis called for the first time in an HPWord
session,an initialization will take place. See the next
section on implementation.
3. The next step of the programconsistsof condensingthe
word. Here a mapping takesplacefrom all combinations
of two or three letters that can always be considered
one letter (such as OU)into an arbitrary set of lowercase
characters.
4. Next, the program performs a first analysisof the word.
The program searchesthe word for combinations of two
letters that cannot be pronounced within one syllable.
If such a combination is found, a breakpoint will be
forced between those two letters.
5. In the last step a stackis built containingall rules applicable to a specific pattern. The pattern is changed according to theserules. This is done for all possiblepatterns in the word, with a maximum of seven letters in
one pattern. The procedure is as follows:
n :: min(7,wordlength);
Thetreeconsistingof rulesforpatwhilen > 0do
j::1;
ternswithn lettersrssearched.
w h i l ej < ( w o r d l e n g -t h n ) + 1 d o
call make-stack(pattern);
while"stacknot empty"do
'rUsetop of the stackto change(sj-1, . sj+n-r)''i
(pattern,ready);
call analyse-break
if ready
then "returnword breaks";
"stop the algorithm"
endif;
call pop (stack)
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endwhile:
j:: j+ 1
endwhile;
n:: n - 1
endwhile.
a

lmplementation
on the HP 3000
The programis written in SPL/II,the HP 3000 system
programminglanguage.It usesa file DUHYPRUL
and an extra
containsthe hyphenation
data segment,The file DUHYPRUL
rules for the Dutch languageand some additional information (parameters,etc.).
The first time the algorithm is called when working with
are put into
HPWord the contents of the file DUHYPRUL
some owned variables* and into an extra data segment
created at this moment (maximum size 25K words). The
extra data segmentnow contains all the hyphenation rules
and the pointers for the tree structure. There is room for
approximately 1000 rules.
The extra data segmentis organizedas shown in Fig. 2.
Each of the first 1024 words contains a pointer to the rule
with the same number. Thus word no. 40 points to rule
no. 40.
Fig. 3 shows the organizationof a single rule. This is a
part of the stack and contains the code of the rule:
o6, \1, tr1, . . ., Ik, o1-+ o[, ol, . . ., oi,.

The 10-bit variables pj and p{ are the pointers to other
rules and refer to the tree structure. They are indirect pointers, that is, they each contain the addressof the extra data
segment in which the address of the actual rule can be
found (seeFig. 2).
Performance
Various test files were used to test the algorithm. These
files consistedof newspaperarticles,part of a book about
word processing,and an internal HP report. The total
'Owned variablesare local variables in a procedurethal keep their valueswhen relurning
to the main program.

a
a

Fig.3. Organizationof a single rule in the extra data segment.
The o and i variables are part of the rule and the p variables
are pointersto other rules in the tree structure.
number of words in the test files was 6906, and the total
number of breakpoints found was 7096. For regular Dutch
words, the error percentage was 0.63%. The actual error
percentage was 0.96%, including borrowed words and
foreign words.
The majority of the errors occurred in compounds, especially those linked by an s (bedriif-sadministratie
instead of
bedrilfs-administratie).
The testing was canied out by a standalone test program outside HPWord. This test program tried
to find ol.l breakpoints, while HPWord only needs to find
one breakpoint. Because in general the safest breakpoints
are found first (in step 4 of the algorithm), the error percentage of the hyphenation in HPWord will probably be lower
than the 0.96% found.
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DesigningSoftwarefor the International
Market
in spelling,syntax,
Adesignerhastoallowfordifferences
formats,
terminal
capabilities,
charactersefs,fimes,dafe
and manyotherfactors.
by Heather Wilson and Michael J. Shaw

SERSOF OFFICE SOFTWARE products are generally not technically trained. They want a user interface that is as easyas possible to understand. On the
most fundamental level, an office product such as a word
processor must interact with the user in the user's native
language.To make this possible,office products must be
designed so that they can be localized. Localization is the
adaption of a software application for use in different countries or environments.
HP software products are designed with localization in
mind. HP Application Centers within each country have
the responsibility for adapting each product to the local
environment. It is the responsibility of the designersof the
product to make the Application Centers' job as easy as
possible.
Many non-English speaking countries do not have a wide
range of office products available in their native languages.
By producing localizable products and then localizing
those products, Hewlett-Packard offers international companies the opportunity to buy one office automation solution and use it within different countries.
General Design Principles
What problems do we face when trying to design localizable products? It is important that the user of the localized
product does not suffer reduced functionality. Nor should
any restrictions be imposed as a result of localization of
the product.

The person who localizes the product should not have
to touch the source code. Localization should be possible
without taking the chance of introducing new bugs. This
meansthat a localizable application will not have any functions within the source code that are dependent on the
local language or the customer.
To give an example, imagine that a product has the string
Pleasetypeyournameas a prompt. To localize the product
into French, this prompt would have to be translated. If
this string were embedded in the code, we could tell the
French localizer where it could be found. However. there
could be several instances of this string within the source
code, and the French localizer may fail to translate all of
them. Furthermore, tampering with the source code could
result in changing unrelated parts of the code by mistake.
If the string appeared in a menu, localization could result
in an unaligned and unattractive menu. Obviously some
method must be devised to allow localization of the menus
and messageswithout touching the code or affecting the
screen layout.
A localizableapplication will not make any assumptions
about the meaning of particular data characters.It will be
possible to increase the length of messagesand prompts
to allow languageswith long words to provide a true translation of the user interface without having to resort to abbreviations.
Although many of HP's products are menu-driven, there
are some that are command-driven. Let us consider how

French
CommandDictionary

Fig. 1. How HPDesk recognizes
crder in French.
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we might detect when the user wants to delete something
if we have a command-based interface. In our program we
could have a statement something like this:
if userlnput: 'DELETE'then
...
Then, when the French localize the product they could
change that line of code to read:
if userlnput: 'DETRUIRE'then
...
If we use this method, we're again faced with having to
change the program code.
Localization of command recognition presents us with
other problems. HPDesk is an electronic mail system that
runs on the HP 3000 Computer.* It allows users to create,
send, file, and work on electronic messages.Within HPDesk
there exists the concept of the current message. If I'm sent
a message, I might read it, decide it is not worth keeping,
and so decide to delete it. I could do this by typing delete
it. Were I French, I would like to say le d6truirebecause d6truire
le does not make sense. It is like asking me to type it delete
in English! I therefore want to be able to tell my command
recognizer which order to expect the verb (Oelete)and the
object (it) in. And I do not want to have to change the
program when the French want the order to be object, then
verb.

CharacterSet Differences
If a productis goingto be usedin an Englishspeaking
country,then only ASCII characters
need be displayed.
However, problems arise if that product is then localized
into French. If the ASCII characterset is used. there is no
way that you can display or store6. This is a seriousproblem, since 6 is the most common characterin the French
language.
Thus, a localizable program must be able to recognize
and processall local charactersets.It must display, take
as input, and print eachlocal characterset.When localizing
an electronicmail system,for example,the systemshould
be able to send a messagein one local characterset and
still be able to display that messageat a destination where
another local characterset is being used.
Localizationwould be a lot simpler if all terminals were
able to display and transmit HP extendedASCII characters.
Then, we would not need to know which terminal we were
talking to. Unfortunately, becauseour current ideas about
Iocalization did not arrive overnight, all terminals are not
the same.Historically, this is what happened.
HP's earliest terminals only knew about ASCII characters. The eighth bit in each b1'tewas used for parity checking. The HP 2642 is one such terminal.
It was then realizedthat someof the lessfrequently used
ASCII characterscould be usedto representcharactersspecial to the country in which the terminal was being used.
For example,in Swedenthe HP 2645 has its I key replaced
by an A. Whenever this key is pressedan A is displayed,
but the ASCII representationof 1(decimalg3) is transmitted.
The next set of terminals sent not one but two characters
down the line for many of the non-ASCII characters.For
*Thefullnameof HPDesk
is HPDeskManager.
lt wasoriginally
calledHPl,/ail.1
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example,on an HP 2626WTerminal, the user would get an
6 to be displayed by first hitting the key with an acute on
it and then the e key. After the first key was hit the cursor
would stay where it was so that when the e was hit, an e
would be displayed. Hitting these two keys, however,
would cause two charactersto be transmitted: an acute
(decimal 168) and then an e (decimal tot).
HP then introduced a standardfor extendedASCII which
it called the RomanS.HP terminals have more than one
characterset. There is the base set containing the normal
ASCII characters,the math set with integral signs,etc.,and
the line drawing set. HP then brought out a new set called
the Roman extensionset. By selectingthis set as the alternate characterset of your terminal, you can accessHP's
Roman8 characters.The HP 2623A is a terminal that behavesin this way.
The latestgenerationof terminals,including the HP 2628,
the HP 2627, andthe HP 150 PersonalCoinputer,still have
the Roman8 charactersavailable to them. Now, however,
the Roman8charactersare in the basecharacterset,so you
do not haveto selectan alternatecharactersetto getat them.
Having so many terminals presentsmany problems for
a product that has to try to store and display all European
asbestit cangiventhe capabilitiesof the terminal.
characters
Other Differences
Relatedto the display of text, but not actually terminal
dependent, is the concept of hyphenation used in secretarial word processors.One such word processor,HPWord,
which runs on the HP 3000, will word wrap text as it is
input. If a word is long, it will try to hyphenate it rather
than put it onto the next line. In English, the hyphenation
algorithm will not hyphenate words that are five letters
long and have an s at the end. In ltalian, such a rule would
producestrangeresultsbecauseltalian plurals arenot made
by adding an s to the word. The English algorithm also has
a rule that it will not split two-consonantgroups like ph,
th, and ch. In other languages,however, it might be quite
acceptableto split such groups.
Office products face many localization problems when
information they produce crosseseither time or language
boundaries. HPTelex is an HP 3000 office product that
allows the user to createthe text of a Telex messageusing
a word processor,and then to ask the computer to send
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Swedish HP 2645
Fig. 2. /SO input substitution

a menu-basedprogram may use. They allow the caller to
this messagewhenever it thinks best. The Telex network
transmits only a very limited character set----capitalized draw menus and to find out what information the user
ASCII characters and a few other characters. What these
typed into the menu. Note that this method satisfiesour
"few other characters" are varies from country to country.
requirements that neither the program nor the menu layouts
For example, @ is valid in most but not all countries.Bebe affectedby localization.
cause Telex messagesoften travel acrosscountry boundThe messagelocalization problem is overcomein a simiaries, all charactersthat are not standard acrossthe world
lar way to menu localization, Again we use an auxiliary
must be filtered out by the HPTelex software.
file, but this time it contains messagesrather than menus.
An HPDeskuser must specify to whom electronic mail
Instead of our program asking the user's name like this:
is to be sent. Supposean HPDeskuser in the U.S.A. wants
writeln('Whatis yourname?')
to send mail to a Mr. Fdrster in Germany. We really cannot
expect the American sender to know that the o has an
the program calls a procedure that gets a messagefrom our
umlaut over it, However, were we to just upshift all names
messagefile. This procedure then outputs the messageto
as they were input this would lead to problems. A is a
the terminal, just like the writelnwould do. Each message
totally different letter from plain A in Finnish, for example.
in the messagefile has a unique number. We might have
So people with an A in their nameswould have their names
made our question messagenumber 6 in the messagefile,
changedwhen upshifted.
for example. The messagefile is prepared using a simple
As one might imagine, a diary product hits problems at
time boundaries.Within HPDeskthere is a time manage- editor by the people writing the program. The message
output procedurealso allows us to substituterun-time valment facility which, among other things, allows users to
ues
into our messages.
We might, for example,want to tell
messages
requesting
send
appointments.To record the apour usershow many messages
they had received.We would
pointment so that HPDesk will produce a reminder of it
putting
do
this
by
a
message
later, the recipient simply types fileit in diary.If I, in Britain,
request a conferencewith some people in California for
'Youhave! newmessages'
5:00 p.m. on 1^3.1,2.84
British time, those people in California must see an appointment for 9:00 a.m. on 1,211,3184.
into the messagefile. When this messageis output we
Making this appointment highlights two problems. The
would
tell the output procedure that we want the ! to be
first problem is thatthe dateformat inEurope is day/month/
repiaced by the number of new messages.
year but it is month/day/year in the U.S.A. The second
The Application Centers translate the messagefile into
problem is that there aretime differencesbetween countries
their
languages.All charactersin the messagefile are stored
that we must compensatefor.
in RomanS form. Some terminals, such as the HP 2645,
can only display ASCII characters.So, if one of our mesDesign Solutions
sagescontains an 6 (decimal 197) we must translate the
Let us seehow we can overcomethe problems that we
characterto an e (decimal 101) before we output it to the
have outlined. The solutions we shall offer are those we
terminal.
have usedfor office products.They may, however,be readiIf we do not have a menu-baseduser interface,we must
ly applied to other fields.
As we mentiofed before,ASCII characterrepresentation be able to recognizecommands. To allow localization of
commands,HPDeskuses yet another file, which it calls a
uses only sevenbits if no parity checking is required. The
dictionary. This file contains a list of verbs (like create),
Roman8 European character representationstandard developed by HP usesall eight bits of a byte.All ASCII charac- objects(like text),and connectors(like of) that HPDeskwill
acceptin the local language.Let us considerwhat happens
ters remain asthey were, exceptthat the eighth bit is always
if
an English-languageHPDesk user wants to createsome
off. When the eighth bit is on we are able to represent
message
text. To do this the user would type createtext.This
g
another 128 characters.So the characteris the ASCII 5,
but with the eighth bit set. Documents and messages line will first be upshifted to capitalized ASCII characters so that the user need not worry about the caseof the
should, wherever possible,be stored in Roman8 form.
commands.This means that not onlv will e be translated
Although we discussedmenu and messagelocalization
problems in the samebreath,we shall consider their solutions separatelyhere. We shall look at menus first. So that
we do not haveto changethe programfile when we localize
a menu-basedproduct, we put our menu definitions in
an auxiliary file. Our program knows about this file and
accessesit at run time. When we localize we only change
the contentsof this file. On an HP 3000Computerthe menu
definitions that go into this file are built using VPlus/3000.
VPlus/3000allows us to define not only menu layouts and
wording, but also where on the menu the user may enter
information, When an Application Center translatesour
HP 2626 Displaying
menu set they only change the menu wording, not the
French Mute Characters
layout or areas where the user may enter information.
VPlus/3000also provides us with a set of proceduresthat
Fig.3. Mute character input
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to E, but 6 will be made into an E also. Both the CREATE
and the TEXTwill be compared with the list of words in
the dictionary file. Each comparison tells two things:
whether the word is a verb, object, or connector, and a
number indicating which verb, object, or connector it is.
cREATEmight be found to be the eighth verb and TEXTthe
second obiect. What corresponds to verb 8 or object 2 is
determined by the Application Centers. In France, for
example, they might decide that the English command
CREATEshould be known as CREER.
To upshift e to E or 6 to E, we use a table called the
upshift table, which is defined by the Application Centers.
Unfortunately, upshifting is not a one-to-onemapping. The
German character B, for example, should upshift to the
charactersSS. Fig. 1 illustrates how HPDesk would recognize the French command cr6er.
When outlining the problems of localization we mentioned that deleteit translates to le d6truirein French. To
accommodate this, the command recognition method
needs to allow the Application Centers to specify the expected order of the user's input. In English deleteit is verb,
then object, but in French we would expect object, then
verb.
Tables for Character Selection
Coping with HP's range of terminals and their different
approachesto non-ASCII characterspresentsus with many
problems. This can be overcome by asking the Application
Centersto specify to the software product the languagetllat
is being used, and by designing the software product to
interrogate the terminal to find out what sort of terminal
it is. Then, whenever any text is input from the terminal,
or any messagesor text are output to the terminal, one of
four tables can be used to filter the characters.These tables
are the degradation table, the ISO substitution input table,
the ISO substitution output table, and the mute character
table.
The degradation table is used for those terminals that
can only display ASCII characters.If I am in Franceworking
on an HP 2645 Terminal and I want to read a piece of text
that contains the 9 character, each g must be translated to
c before it appearson my terminal. If the Roman8 representation of I were sent to my HP 2645 undegraded, then my
terminal would ignore the eighth bit of the character and
a 5 would appear.As with the upshifting used for command
matching, the degradation should account for not only one-

I
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to-one degradations,but also one-to-two degradations like
B to ss.
The ISO input substitution table is used to handle input
from those terminals that redefine little-used ASCII characters to represent their local characters. The Swedish HP
2645 is one such terminal. If I were to hit the A key on this
terminal, a I would be transmitted because the software
product would know that it was talking to an HP 2645 and
that the language in use was Swedish, and would use the
ISO input substitution table set up by the Swedish Application Center to store this I (decimal 9s) as an A (decimal
208) as the user intended. Fig. 2 illustrates this.
The ISO output substitution table is like the ISO input
substitution table but in reverse. That is, if a piece of text
or a messagecontains a Roman8 A and it is to be output
to an HP 2645 in Sweden, we must changethe transmitted
character to an ASCII I so that it will appear as an A on the
Swedish screen.
The mute table is used when accepting input from those
terminals that transmit local characters as two characters.
We saw earlier that an 6 on an IIP 2626W can be displayed
by hitting the acute key and then the e key. When the acute
character is transmitted, the software realizes that this
charactercan go with an a, e, o, or u to form an a,6,6, ot
U.It knows this becausethe mute table set up by the Application Center tells it so. When the e is transmitted, the
software looks in the mute table to find out what Roman8
character should replace an acute and an e. In this case,
the mute table saysit should be an 6. Fig. 3 illustrates this.
Solutions lor Names
Remember the American trying to send to Herr Ftirster?
Earlier in the discussion we showed that upshifting names
was not good enough becausethis causesthem to be transformed in some countries. The solution is to store and
display names in Roman8 form, but upshift them only for
comparison. So when the message for Mr. Forster (the
American who sent the messagedid not put an umlaut on
the o) arrives at Herr Fdrster's computer, the upshifted version of Forsterwill match with the upshifted version of
Fdrster).However, whenever Herr Fdrster types his name,
he will see it as Fdrsterand not FORSTER.
While on the subject of names let us discuss another
problem that English speakingpeople rarely encounter,but
is common in Europe. How do we deal with a surname
containing more than one word? Suppose a user gives his
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Fig. 4. Sendrngan HPDesk message reguestlng an appointment.

name to the software product asPierre de Sainte Maresville.
What should be taken as the surname?Is it "Maresville."
"de SainteMaresville," or "Sainte Maresville?" This problem can be overcome to a certain extent by allowing
hyphens to appear in names and by insisting that the surname be all one word. So Pierre de SainteMaresville must
specify his name as Pierrede-sainte-Maresville.
One last thing about names.Europeannames are often
a lot longer than English names.So if name fields are used,
they must be able to accommodatelong names.
Dates and Times
Let us now try to solve the date and time problems that
diary products face.The dateformat problem can be easily
overcomeby allowing the Application Centersto specify
the format. A stickier problem is that of time differences.
HPDesksolvesthis by making eachcomputerkeep a record
of its offset from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The date
and time on a message requesting an appointment are
stored in normalized GMT form. When a date or time is
displayed on a specific computer it is correctedby deduct-
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ing that computer's GMT offset from the normalized GMT
date and time. So, when an appointment requestmessage
for 5:00p.m. on 13th Decemberis sent from Britain to California, that date and time is stored in the messagebecause
Britain is on GMT in December.However. when the messageis displayed in California, eight hours are subtracted
becauseCalifornia is eight hours behind GMT. Fig. 4 illustrates this.
Conclusion
It is obvious that it is not easyto make software applications easyto localize.Messagelengths,charactersets,time
and data formats, and the syntax of commands must all be
taken into account.All of these and more must be easyto
change without having to touch the source code of the
product. Once you changethe sourcecode, the result is a
new product.
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